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COVARIOGRAMS GENERATED BY VALUATIONS
GENNADIY AVERKOV AND GABRIELE BIANCHI
Abstrat. Let φ be a real-valued valuation on the family of ompat on-
vex subsets of Rn and let K be a onvex body in Rn. We introdue the
φ-ovariogram gK,φ of K as the funtion assoiating to eah x ∈ R
n
the value
φ(K ∩ (K + x)). If φ is the volume, then gK,φ is the ovariogram, extensively
studied in various soures. When φ is a quermassintegral (e.g., surfae area or
mean width) gK,φ has been introdued by Nagel [Nag92℄.
We study various properties of φ-ovariograms, mostly in the ase n = 2
and under the assumption that φ is translation invariant, monotone and even.
We also onsider the generalization of Matheron's ovariogram problem to the
ase of φ-ovariograms, that is, the problem of determining an unknown onvex
body K, up to translations and point reetions, by the knowledge of gK,φ.
A positive solution to this problem is provided under dierent assumptions,
inluding the ase that K is a polygon and φ is either stritly monotone or
φ is the width in a given diretion. We prove that there are examples in
every dimension n ≥ 3 where K is determined by its ovariogram but it is not
determined by its width-ovariogram. We also present some onsequene of
this study in stohasti geometry.
1. Introdution
Let K be a onvex body in Rn. The ovariogram of K is the funtion gK whih
assoiates to eah x ∈ Rn the volume of K ∩ (K + x):
gK(x) := vol (K ∩ (K + x)) .
The data provided by gK(x) an be interpreted in several ways within dierent
ontexts, using purely geometri, funtional-analyti and probabilisti terminology.
As a result, ovariograms of onvex bodies and other sets appear naturally in various
researh areas inluding onvex geometry, image analysis, geometri shape and
pattern mathing, phase retrieval in Fourier analysis, rystallography and geometri
probability. See Baake and Grimm [BG07℄, Bianhi, Gardner and Kiderlen [BGK11℄
and referenes therein, Matheron [Mat75℄ and Shymura [Sh11℄.
The notion of volume an be naturally extended to the notion of valuation. (See
Setion 2 for all unexplained denitions.) Let Kn be the family of all ompat,
onvex subsets of Rn and let φ : Kn → R be a valuation. We introdue the φ-
ovariogram of K as the funtion gK,φ : R
n → R dened for x ∈ Rn by
gK,φ(x) := φ(K ∩ (K + x)).
Werner Nagel in his Habilitationsshrift [Nag92, pp. 68-69℄ introdues gK,φ in
the ase that φ is an arbitrary quermassintegral (this inludes the ase of volume,
surfae area and mean width). Gardner & Zhang [GZ98, p. 524℄ suggests to gen-
eralize gK substituting the volume with an arbitrary log-onave measure in R
n
.
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The φ-ovariogram appears naturally in some problems in stohasti geometry. See
later in the introdution for more on this point.
We assume that φ belongs to the lass Φn of real-valued, even, translation in-
variant valuations on Kn whih are monotone with respet to inlusion and whih
vanish on singletons. The ovariogram gK is learly unhanged by a translation or
a reetion of K (the term reetion will always mean reetion at a point) and
the assumption that φ is even and translation invariant fores gK,φ to maintain
these invariane properties. The assumption that φ vanishes on singletons is not
restritive, as explained in Setion 2.
Most results in this paper are in the plane. Every φ ∈ Φ2 an be deomposed in
an unique way as
φ(K) = perB(K) + α vol(K), for eah K ∈ K2, (1.1)
for a suitable α ≥ 0 and an o-symmetri losed onvex set B with o ∈ intB (see
Theorem 2.2). Here perB denotes the perimeter with respet to the seminorm
assoiated to the unit ball B. An alternative equivalent representation is
φ(K) = V (K,H) + α vol(K), for eah K ∈ K2, (1.2)
where H ∈ K2 is o-symmetri and nonempty and V (K,H) denotes mixed area. A
onsequene of (1.1) is that for every planar onvex body K we have
gK,φ = gK,perB + αgK . (1.3)
We all gK,perB the perimeter-ovariogram. When B = R
2
, the funtion gK,perB
vanishes and then gK,φ = αgK . When B is the Eulidean unit ball, gK,perB (x) is
the usual Eulidean perimeter of K ∩ (K + x). When B is the strip {x ∈ R2 :
| 〈x, z〉 | ≤ 1}, for some z ∈ S1, then gK,perB (x) oinides with twie the width of
K ∩ (K + x) with respet to z.
We study various aspets of φ-ovariograms, but the main part of the paper is
devoted to the following problem.
The φ-ovariogram problem. Does the knowledge of φ and gK,φ determine a
onvex body K, within all onvex bodies, up to translations and reetions?
To make the statement of the above problem and the formulations of the following
results preise, we larify that we say that K ∈ Kn is determined by the knowledge
of φ and gK,φ, within a family H ⊂ Kn, up to a group T of transformations of Rn
if the equality gK,φ = gH,φ for H ∈ H implies K = T (H) for some T ∈ T .
The orresponding problem for the ovariogram was posed by G. Matheron in
1986 and has reeived muh attention in reent years. Peter Gruber [Gru℄ suggested
to study the φ-ovariogram problem in the ase where φ is the Eulidean perimeter.
We prove the following results.
Theorem 1.1. Let φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} and let K be a entrally symmetri planar onvex
body. Then K is determined by the knowledge of φ and gK,φ, up to translations,
within the lass of all planar onvex bodies.
Theorem 1.1 asserts that the knowledge of φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} and gK,φ is suient for
testing whether a given planar onvex body K is entrally symmetri or not. One
the symmetry of K has been deteted, the determination of K by gK,φ is trivial,
sine 2K oinides with the support of gK,φ, up to translations.
We all φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} stritly monotone if for all K,H ∈ K2 suh that K is a
nonempty, proper subset of H the strit inequality φ(K) < φ(H) holds. For stritly
monotone valuations we show the following.
Theorem 1.2. Let φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} be stritly monotone with respet to inlusion and
let P be a onvex polygon. Then P is determined by the knowledge of φ and of gP,φ,
up to translations and reetions, within the lass of all planar onvex bodies.
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A valuation φ ∈ Φ2 written as in (1.1) is stritly monotone with respet to
inlusion if and only if either α > 0 or α = 0 and B is stritly onvex (see Proposi-
tion 2.1). Thus Theorem 1.2 applies also to the perimeter-ovariogram orrespond-
ing to the standard Eulidean perimeter.
Theorem 1.3. Let z ∈ S1, let φ be the width with respet to z and let P be a
onvex polygon. Then P is determined by the knowledge of φ and of gP,φ, up to
translations and reetions, within the lass of all planar onvex bodies.
The answer to the volume-ovariogram problem is positive for every planar on-
vex body, it is positive for onvex polytopes in R3 (see Bianhi [Bia09a℄) but the
ase of a general onvex body in R3 is still open, and there are examples of non-
determination, as well as positive results in some sublasses of the lass of on-
vex bodies, in every dimension n ≥ 4 (see Goodey, Shneider and Weil [GSW97℄,
Bianhi [Bia05℄ and [Bia13℄). The proof of the positive answer in the plane is still
divided in two papers, with Bianhi [Bia05℄ dealing with onvex bodies whih are
not stritly onvex or whose boundary is not everywhere dierentiable, and Averkov
and Bianhi [AB09℄ dealing with the remaining more diult ases. No unifying
proof still exists. At the moment it appears out of reah proving a positive an-
swer for the φ-ovariogram problem for general planar onvex bodies, and we have
deided to study this problem mostly in the lass of polygons, where some teh-
nial aspets are simpler to handle. Note that the lass of onvex polytopes has
a remarkable aspet. In all known situations where ounterexamples of nondeter-
mination by the ovariogram (as well as by the ross-ovariogram [Bia09b℄) exist,
these examples an also be onstruted as onvex polytopes. Furthermore, when
φ is the volume, high smoothness of the boundary of the body seems to depose in
favor of determination [Bia13℄.
See the beginning of Setion 5 for a detailed desription of the proofs of Theo-
rems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. Here we make only a few omments. The struture of the
proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to that of the orresponding result for the volume-
ovariogram problem. One of the tools in this proof is the geometri interpretation
of the radial derivative of the perimeter-ovariogram proved in Theorem 4.2. We
do not know whether the φ-ovariogram problem has a positive answer for every
φ ∈ Φ2, when K is a polygon, and Theorem 1.3 an be seen as a step in investi-
gating this. We remark that the absene of strit monotoniity makes the proof of
Theorem 1.3 muh more involved ompared to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Setion 5.4 presents some ounterexamples of nondetermination in dimension n ≥
3. The onstrution leading to ounterexamples for the ovariogram in dimension
n ≥ 4, an be generalized to the φ-ovariogram for every φ whih is invariant
with respet to the group of isometries of the Eulidean spae Rn. The width-
ovariogram however presents some novelties whih suggest that it provides less
information about the body than gK . It exhibits ounterexamples with a struture
riher than that of the ovariogram. A onsequene of this is that while the volume-
ovariogram problem has a positive answer for all onvex polytopes in R3 as well
as for every entrally symmetri onvex body in any dimension, there are examples
of entrally symmetri onvex polytopes in Rn, for every n ≥ 3, that are not
determined by the width-ovariogram.
Theorem 1.4. Let z ∈ Sn−1, let φ be the width with respet to z and let n ≥ 3.
There exist onvex polytopes K, K ′ in Rn suh that K is entrally symmetri, K ′
is not a translation of K and gK,φ = gK′,φ.
Theorem 1.1 annot thus be extended in full generality to dimension n ≥ 3.
Beside the φ-ovariogram problem, we also study the extension to this more
general setting of two aspets of the ovariogram whih, in our opinion, are among
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the most important, namely, its onnetion with stohasti geometry and its rep-
resentation as a onvolution. The study of whih information about a onvex body
K an be inferred by the distribution of the length of a random hord of K goes
bak to Blashke [San04, Setion 4.2℄. When this distribution is provided separated
diretion by diretion (i.e., for eah u ∈ Sn−1, the distribution of the length of a
random hord parallel to u is given) its knowledge is equivalent to the knowledge
of the φ-ovariogram of K, with φ depending on the type of randomness. The next
result is an example of these onnetions.
Theorem 1.5. Let B be an o-symmetri losed onvex subset of R2 with o ∈ intB
and B 6= R2. Let K ∈ K20. Let Y be a random variable distributed in bdK with
density lenB / perB(K) and, for u ∈ S1, let Lγ,u denote the length of the hord of
K parallel to u and passing through Y . Then the following holds:
(I) For every u ∈ S1, the distribution of Lγ,u is determined by B and gK,perB .
Conversely, the knowledge of B and of the distribution of Lγ,u for every
u ∈ S1 determines gK,perB .
(II) If
(a) K is entrally symmetri or
(b) K is a polygon and B is either stritly onvex or a strip,
then the knowledge of B and of the distribution of Lγ,u for all diretions
u ∈ S1 determines K, up to translation and reetion, in the lass of all
planar onvex bodies.
The random variable Lγ,u has been introdued by Ehlers and Enns [EE81℄ when
B is the Eulidean ball. See Theorem 6.2 for a similar result for dierent random
variables.
The fat that the ovariogram an be written as an autoorrelation, i.e. gK =
1K ∗ 1−K , has important onsequenes on its study. For instane it onnets the
ovariogram to the phase retrieval problem and to some of the above mentioned
problems in stohasti geometry. The φ-ovariogram, with φ ∈ Φ2, annot be
written as an autoorrelation but an be written as a onvolution, with formulas
involving 1K and a suitable measure supported on the boundary of K (see Theo-
rem 3.1). We remark that it is not lear whih φ-ovariograms, with φ ∈ Φn and
n ≥ 3, an be written as onvolutions.
Let us give an overview of the struture of the manusript. In Setion 2 we
ollet the neessary bakground material on onvex sets, norms and seminorms,
distributions and valuations. In Setion 3 we study various global properties of
gK,φ and represent gK,φ as a onvolution. In Setion 4 we determine a geometri
meaning of the radial derivative of gK,φ. Setion 5 is the longest one and is divided
in four subsetions. The rst three ontain respetively the proofs of Theorems 1.1,
1.2 and 1.3. The fourth one ontains the results regarding nondetermination, in-
luding the proof of Theorem 1.4. Setion 6 is devoted to the onnetions between
the φ-ovariogram and stohasti geometry. In Setion 7 we present various open
problems and possible diretions of further researh.
2. Notations and bakground material
2.1. General notations for Rn. The origin of Rn is denoted by o. By 〈 · , · 〉 we
denote the standard Eulidean produt in R
n
and by ‖ · ‖ the orresponding norm.
The unit sphere in Rn entered at o is denoted by Sn−1. For u ∈ Rn \ {o}, by lu we
denote the line through o parallel to u (i.e., the linear span of {u}). For a, b ∈ Rn
by [a, b] we denote the line segment joining a and b.
When n = 2, R denotes the linear operation of rotation by 90 degrees around the
origin in ounterlokwise order. Let A ⊂ Rn. The boundary, losure and interior
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of A are abbreviated by bdA, clA and intA, respetively. We denote by DA the
set
DA := {x− y : x, y ∈ A}.
We all DA the dierene set of A. By 1A we denote the harateristi funtion of
A, that is, the funtion equal to 1 on A and equal to 0 on the omplement of A.
By vol we denote the volume in Rn, that is, the Lebesgue measure in Rn. The
integrals of the form
∫
Rn
f(x) dx for funtions f : Rn → R are assumed to be
dened with respet to the Lebesgue measure in Rn.
2.2. Convex geometry. By Kn we denote the set of all ompat onvex subsets of
Rn and by Kn0 the set of all onvex bodies in Rn, that is, ompat onvex subsets of
Rn having nonempty interior. For bakground information on onvex sets we refer
to [Sh93℄. By convA we denote the onvex hull of A. For K ∈ Kn0 the dierene
set DK is a onvex body, alled the dierene body of K.
If u ∈ S1 and K is a onvex set then F (K,u) stands for the set of the boundary
points of K having outer normal u. It is known that
F (DK,u) = F (K,u) + F (−K,u) = F (K,u)− F (K,−u) (2.1)
(see [Sh93, Theorem 1.7.5()℄). If x ∈ bdK, then N(K,x), the normal one of K
at x, is dened as the set of all outer normal vetors to K at x together with o.
Given K ∈ K20 and a, b ∈ bdK, let [a, b]bdK denote the set of points of bdK
whih, in ounterlokwise order, follow a and preede b, together with a and b.
Let (a, b)bdK denote [a, b]bdK \ {a, b}. We will refer to a as the left endpoint of
[a, b]bdK and to b as its right endpoint. Given an ar γ on bdK, relint(γ) denotes
γ without its endpoints.
With K ∈ K2 we also assoiate the support funtion h(K, · ) and the width
funtion w(K, · ) dened for u ∈ R2 by
h(K,u) := max
x∈K
〈u, x〉 ,
w(K,u) := max
x∈K
〈u, x〉 −min
x∈K
〈u, x〉 .
If K ∈ K20 and u ∈ S1, then w(K,u) is the Eulidean distane between the two
distint supporting lines of K orthogonal to u.
For K ∈ K20 and o ∈ int(K) we introdue the radial funtion ρ(K, · ) of K by
ρ(K,u) := max {α ≥ 0 : αu ∈ K} .
Geometrially, if u ∈ S1, then ρ(K,u) is the Eulidean distane from o to the
boundary point of K lying on the ray emanating from o and having diretion u.
The mixed area is the funtional V : K2 × K2 → R uniquely dened by the
relation vol(K +H) = vol(K) + 2V (K,H) + vol(H) for all H,K ∈ K2.
For a subset A of R2 the polar set A◦ of A is dened by
A◦ :=
{
y ∈ R2 : 〈x, y〉 ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ A} .
It is well-known that the operation A 7→ A◦ is an involution on the set of all losed,
onvex sets that ontain the origin.
2.3. Norms and seminorms in R2, distributions. We introdue seminorms
using onvex geometri notions as follows. Let
S2 := {B ⊂ R2 : B losed and onvex, B = −B, intB 6= ∅} .
With B ∈ S2 we assoiate the so-alled Minkowski funtional ‖ · ‖B given by
‖x‖B := inf {α > 0 : x ∈ αB} . (2.2)
The funtional ‖ · ‖B is a seminorm. Conversely, every seminorm in R2 an be
expressed as ‖ · ‖B with an appropriate hoie of B ∈ S2. If γ is a retiable urve in
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R2, we an dene lenB(γ) to be the length of γ in the seminorm ‖ · ‖B. In analyti
terms, lenB(γ) an be expressed as the Stieltjes integral lenB(γ) =
∫
γ
‖ dx‖B.
Equivalently, if γ(s) is a parametrization of γ in terms of Eulidean ar length,
then lenB(γ) =
∫ ‖(dγ(s))/(ds)‖B d s. We also let lenB(∅) := 0.
Using lenB we dene the perimeter-funtional in the seminorm ‖ · ‖B, that is,
the funtional perB : K2 → R given by
perB(K) :=
{
lenB(bdK) if intK 6= ∅,
2 lenB(K) otherwise.
(2.3)
The funtional perB is a valuation (see Subsetion 2.4). In the following simple
proposition we relate the geometry of B with properties of perB.
Proposition 2.1. Let B ∈ S2. Then the following properties hold:
(I) perB is identially equal to zero if and only if B = R
2
;
(II) B is unbounded (that is, B is a strip or B = R2) if and only if there exist
β ≥ 0 and z ∈ S1 suh that, for eah K ∈ K2, perB(K) = βw(K, z);
(III) perB is stritly positive on eah K ∈ K2 whih is not a singleton if and only
if B is bounded;
(IV) perB is stritly monotone if and only if B is stritly onvex.
Assertions (I)(III) of this proposition an be derived by straightforward meth-
ods; we omit the proofs. Regarding assertion (III), we observe that when B ∈ S2 is
bounded, R2 endowed with ‖ · ‖B beomes a two-dimensional normed spae, some-
times also alled a Minkowski plane. For related information on nite dimensional
normed spaes see the survey [MSW01℄ and the monograph [Tho96℄. Assertion (IV)
is a standard fat from the theory of Minkowski planes; see for example [MSW01,
Proposition 2℄.
We dene the distribution δBγ using Stieltjes integration by setting(
δBγ , τ
)
:=
∫
γ
τ(x) ‖ d x‖B ∀τ ∈ C∞(R2),
where, as usual, C∞(R2) denotes the spae of funtions on R2 dierentiable inn-
itely many times. For information on the theory of distributions we refer to [Hör03℄
and [GS77℄. By the Riesz representation theorem about positive linear funtion-
als on the spae of ontinuous funtions [Rud66, 2.2℄, the operation τ 7→ (δBγ , τ)
is integration with respet to a nonnegative Borel measure on R2. Thus, we will
interpret δBγ either as a Borel measure or as a distribution.
When B is the Eulidean ball
{
x ∈ R2 : |x| ≤ 1} rather than writing lenB, perB
and δBγ we merely write len, per and δγ .
2.4. Monotone, translation invariant valuations on K2. We shall deal with
funtionals φ : K2 → R, whih satisfy the following onditions:
φ is a valuation, i.e., φ(∅) = 0 and
φ(K ∪H) = φ(K) + φ(H)− φ(K ∩H) ∀K,H ∈ K2 with K ∪H ∈ K2; (2.4)
φ is translation invariant, i.e.,
φ(K + x) = φ(K) ∀K ∈ K2 and ∀x ∈ R2; (2.5)
φ is monotone, i.e.,
φ(K) ≤ φ(H) ∀K,H ∈ K2 with K ⊂ H ; (2.6)
φ is even, i.e.,
φ(K) = φ(−K) ∀K ∈ K2. (2.7)
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There is no loss of generality in assuming that a valuation φ on K2 vanishes
on singletons sine this additional property an be ensured by replaing φ with
φ − φ({o}). This hange does not inuene any of the above properties and it
is possible to pass from gK,φ to gK,φ−φ({o}), for eah K ∈ K2, via the formula
gK,φ−φ({o}) = gK,φ − φ({o}). Thus, we introdue the family Φ2 as
Φ2 := {φ : φ satises (2.4)(2.7) and φ({o}) = 0} .
It is well known that vol, perB ∈ Φ2. Clearly, vol is homogeneous of degree
two while perB is homogeneous of degree one, i.e., vol(λK) = |λ|2 vol(K) and
perB(λK) = |λ| perB(K) for every λ ∈ R and K ∈ K2. It turns out that the above
examples over all important valuations belonging to Φ2. This is the ontent of the
next theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Let φ : K2 → R. Then the following onditions are equivalent:
(i) φ ∈ Φ2;
(ii) there exist α ≥ 0 and an o-symmetri H ∈ K2 suh that, for eah K ∈ K2,
φ(K) = V (K,H) + α vol(K); (2.8)
(iii) there exist α ≥ 0 and B ∈ S2 suh that, for eah K ∈ K2,
φ(K) = perB(K) + α vol(K). (2.9)
Furthermore, if (i),(ii) and (iii) are fullled, then the following statements hold:
(I) The parameter α ≥ 0 from (ii) and (iii) is uniquely determined by φ;
(II) The sets H and B from (ii) and (iii), respetively, are uniquely determined
by φ and are related to eah other by the equalities
H = 2R(B◦), B = 2R(H◦). (2.10)
This theorem follows rather diretly from known results on valuations. Sine we
have not found any soure expliitly ontaining it, we present a proof.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. (i) ⇒ (ii). Let φ ∈ Φ2. It is known that every monotone,
translation invariant valuation on Kn is ontinuous (see [MM77, Theorem 8℄) and
that every ontinuous translation invariant valuation on Kn is a sum of n + 1
ontinuous, translation invariant valuations whih are positively homogeneous of
degree i, for i = 0, . . . , n (see [MM90, p. 38℄ and [MM77, Theorem 9℄). Thus
φ = φ1 + φ2, where φ1 is homogeneous of degree one and φ2 is homogeneous of
degree two. It is not hard to see that φ1 and φ2 are determined by φ as follows:
φ1(K) = lim
λ→+0
φ(λK)
λ
, (2.11)
φ2(K) = lim
λ→+∞
φ(λK)
λ2
. (2.12)
Sine φ ∈ Φ2, the above expressions for φ1 and φ2 imply φ1, φ2 ∈ Φ2. It is
known that every ontinuous translation invariant valuation on Kn, whih is ho-
mogeneous of degree n oinides with the volume, up to a onstant multiple (see
[Had57, 2.1.3℄). Thus, φ2 = α vol for some α ∈ R. The value α is nonnegative sine
otherwise φ2 would not be monotone in the sense of (2.6). Monotone translation
invariant valuations on Kn of degree 1 and n− 1 have been haraterized in terms
of mixed volumes in [MM90, Theorem 1℄ and [Fir76℄, respetively. Eah of these
haraterizations implies that φ1( · ) = V ( · , H) for some H ∈ K2. Using the even-
ness of φ1 and standard properties of mixed area we see that, in the representation
of φ1 in terms of H , the set H an be replaed by
1
2DH . Thus, we an assume that
H is o-symmetri.
(ii) ⇒ (i) follows from standard properties of mixed volumes.
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(ii) ⇔ (iii). It is known and easy to see that the operation B 7→ H = R(B◦)
is a bijetion on the set S2 ∩ K20. From basi properties of the polarity, we also
onlude that the above operation is an involution on S2 ∩ K20, meaning B =
R(H◦). Furthermore, we observe that the above operation maps bijetively the set
of o-symmetri strips B to the set of o-symmetri segments H , and in the latter
(degenerate) situation the inversion formula H = R(B◦) still remains valid.
In view of the above observations, in order to onlude the proof of the equiv-
alene (ii) ⇔ (iii) it sues to show perB(K) = 2V (K,R(B◦)) for every K ∈ K20
and B ∈ S2. In the ase B ∈ S2 ∩K20 this is known, see [Tho96, Equalities (4.8) at
p.120℄. When B is R2 or an an o-symmetri strip the equality an be veried in a
straightforward manner.
Assertion (I) holds beause φ2 is determined by φ via (2.12) and α = φ2([0, 1]
2).
For proving (II) we observe that (i) and (ii) imply V (K, 2R(B◦)) = V (K,H) for
everyK ∈ K2. It is well-known and not hard to show that a nonempty, o-symmetri
set H ∈ K2 is determined by the knowledge of V (K,H) for every K ∈ K2 (in fat,
it sues to know V (K,H) for every o-symmetri segment K). Thus 2R(B◦) =
H . 
3. Representation of φ-ovariograms in terms of onvolutions
In the following theorem we present a funtional-analyti expression for gK,φ.
Theorem 3.1. Let φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} and K ∈ K20. Then the following assertions hold:
(I) Almost everywhere on R2, in the sense of Lebesgue measure, we have
gK,φ = 1K ∗ δB− bdK + δBbdK ∗ 1−K + α1K ∗ 1−K
=
(
δB− bdK +
α
2
1−K
)
∗ 1K +
(
δBbdK +
α
2
1K
)
∗ 1−K .
(3.1)
(II)
∫
R2
gK,φ(x) d x = vol(K)(2 perB(K) + α vol(K)).
(III) supp gK,φ = DK.
(IV) gK,perB and
√
gK are onave on DK.
Proof. In view of (1.3), the assertion for a general φ ∈ Φ2 follows by proving the
assertion when φ = perB, with B ∈ S2, and when φ is the volume. When φ = vol,
assertions (I)(IV) are known. In this partiular ase (I) and (II) an be found in
[Mat75, p.85, (4.3.1) and (4.3.2)℄, (III) is trivial and well known, while the proof
of the onavity of
√
gK in the assertion (IV) an be found in [Sh93, Proof of
Theorem 7.3.1℄. Consider the ase φ = perB .
For showing (I) it sues to verify that almost everywhere, in the sense of
Lebesgue measure on R2, we have
gK,perB (x) = lenB(K ∩ (bdK + x)) + lenB(K ∩ (bdK − x)), (3.2)
and
lenB(K ∩ (bdK + x)) = (1K ∗ δB− bdK)(x), (3.3)
Equality (3.2) obviously holds for x ∈ R2 \DK, sine in this ase K ∩ (K + x) = ∅
and both the left and the right hand side are zero. Let
A := int(DK) \
⋃
u∈S1
(
F (K,u)− F (K,u)).
There are at most ountably many diretions u ∈ S1 for whih F (K,u) is one-
dimensional. For those diretions F (K,u)−F (K,u) is one-dimensional as well. For
all the remaining diretions u, one has F (K,u) = F (K,u)− F (K,u) = {o}. Thus,
the union for u ∈ S1 in the denition of A has volume zero and, as a onsequene,
vol(A) = vol(DK). Observe that, for every x ∈ A, bdK ∩ (bdK + x) onsists
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of two points, the onvex body K has preisely two hords whih are translates
of [o, x]. and, moreover, the relative interior of both these hords is ontained in
intK. The latter implies that (3.2) holds for every x ∈ A. Hene (3.2) holds almost
everywhere.
Let us show (3.3). Consider an arbitrary τ ∈ C∞(R2). Using the denition of
onvolution of distributions (see [GS77, Chapter I, 5℄) and performing hanges of
variable of integration, we obtain(
1K ∗ δB− bdK , τ
)
=
∫
− bdK
{∫
R2
1K(x)τ(x + y) dx
}
‖ d y‖B
=
∫
bdK
{∫
R2
1K(x)τ(x − y) dx
}
‖ d y‖B
=
∫
bdK
{∫
R2
1K(x+ y)τ(x) d x
}
‖ d y‖B. (3.4)
We reall that the Stieltjes integration on bdK an be expressed as integration
with respet to a Borel measure, whih we denote by δBbdK . Thus, vol×δBbdK is a
produt of two Borel measures and, by this, again a Borel measure. The funtion
1K(x+y)τ(x) on R
2×R2 is learly Borel measurable and, moreover, summable with
respet to vol×δBbdK . By Fubini's theorem [Rud66, Theorem 8.8℄ we an exhange
the order of integration in (3.4) arriving at(
1K ∗ δB− bdK , τ
)
=
∫
R2
{∫
bdK
1K(x+ y)‖ d y‖B
}
τ(x) d x
=
∫
R2
lenB(bdK ∩ (K − x))τ(x) d x
=
∫
R2
lenB(K ∩ (bdK + x))τ(x) d x.
Hene we get (3.3). This onludes the proof of (I).
Assertion (II) is a diret onsequene of (I). Assertion (III) follows from the fat
that int(K ∩ (K + x)) 6= ∅ for every x ∈ intDK. This implies, by Proposition 2.1,
that gK,perB (x) is positive for every x ∈ intDK.
It remains to verify (IV). Consider x, y ∈ DK and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The inlusion
(1 − λ)(K ∩ (K + x)) + λ(K ∩ (K + y)) ⊂ K ∩ (K + (1 − λ)x+ λy) (3.5)
an be veried in a straightforward manner. Representing perB in terms of mixed
areas aording to Theorem 2.2 and using the monotoniity and the linearity of
the mixed areas (in any of the two arguments) we get gK,perB ((1 − λ)x + λy) ≥
(1− λ)gK,perB (x) + λgK,perB (y). 
4. Radial derivatives of φ-ovariograms
One of the tools in the proofs of the retrieval results will be the formulas whih
provide a geometri interpretation of the radial derivatives of gK,perB and gK . We
introdue some notations illustrated by Fig. 1. Fix K ∈ K20 and x ∈ int(DK) \ {o}.
We introdue a number of objets that depend on the pair (K,x) but for the sake of
brevity we mostly only indiate the dependene on x. Let ip(x) be a parallelogram
insribed inK (whih means, that all verties of ip(x) belong to bdK) and suh that
two opposite edges of ip(x) are translates of the segment [o, x]. The parallelogram
ip(x) is determined uniquely unless K has a one-dimensional fae parallel to x
and stritly longer than [o, x]. In the ase of non-uniqueness we just x any ip(x)
satisfying the above onditions. Furthermore, for every x ∈ intDK \ {o} we hoose
ip(x) and ip(−x) to be equal. Let p1(x), . . . , p4(x) be the verties of ip(x) in
ounterlokwise order on bdK and suh that x = p1(x)− p2(x) = p4(x) − p3(x).
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p1(x)
p2(x)
p3(x)
p4(x)
arc(x)
x
p1,2(x)
p3,4(x)
cap(x)
Figure 1.
Data assoiated to K and x ∈ intDK \ {o}: the points p1(x), . . . , p4(x),
p1,2(x), p3,4(x), the parallelogram ip(x) insribed in K (shaded) and the
boundary ar arc(x) joining p1(x) and p2(x)
It is known [Mat86℄ that for u ∈ S1 and 0 < s < ρ(DK,u), the value − ∂
∂s
gK(su)
is the Eulidean distane between the lines aff{p1(su), p2(su)} and aff{p3(su), p4(su)}.
This an be expressed in the following equivalent way.
Theorem 4.1. (On radial derivative of the standard ovariogram [Mat86℄.) Let
K ∈ K20 and let x ∈ intDK \ {o}. Then
− ∂
∂t
gK(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
= vol
(
ip(K,x)
)
. (4.1)
We observe that, in ontrast to
∂
∂t
gK(tx), the derivative
∂
∂t
gK,perB (tx) does not
always exist in the lassial sense. Nevertheless, both the left and the right deriva-
tives do exist, as a onsequene of the onavity of gK,perB on DK. Theorem 4.2
below presents a geometri interpretation of the left derivative.
Given K ∈ K20 and p ∈ bdK we denote by left tangent (and by right tangent) of
K at p the line tangent at p to the portion of bdK whih preedes p (whih follows
p, respetively).
Let x ∈ intDK \ {o}, l1(x) be the right tangent of K at p1(x) and l2(x) be the
left tangent of K at p2(x). Dene
arc(x) :=
[
p1(x), p2(x)
]
bdK
.
Assume arc(x) 6= [p1(x), p2(x)]. In this ase l1(x) and l2(x) are not parallel to
[p1(x), p2(x)]. These lines are also not parallel to eah other, beause this may
happen only if they are lines supporting K on opposite sides and this annot be
due to the assumption x ∈ intDK. We denote by p1,2(x) the intersetion point of
l1(x) and l2(x). When arc(x) = [p1(x), p2(x)], then both l1(x) and l2(x) are parallel
to [p1(x), p2(x)] and we denote by p1,2(x) any point on [p1(x), p2(x)]. We introdue
the polygonal line
cap(x) :=
[
p1(x), p1,2(x)
] ∪ [p1,2(x), p2(x)].
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Similarly, let l3(x) be the right tangent ofK at p3(x) and l4(x) be the left tangent
of K at p4(x). If [p3(x), p4(x)]bdK 6= [p3(x), p4(x)], then we denote by p3,4(x) the
intersetion point of l3(x) and l4(x), otherwise p3,4(x) is hosen to be any point on
[p3(x), p4(x)]. Clearly, one has
cap(−x) = [p3(x), p3,4(x)] ∪ [p3,4(x), p4(x)].
Theorem 4.2. (On radial derivatives of the perimeter-ovariogram.) Let K ∈ K20
and x ∈ intDK. Then
− ∂
−
∂t
gK,perB (tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
= lenB (cap(K,x)) + lenB (cap(K,−x)) . (4.2)
In order to prove Theorem 4.2 we need to introdue some notation and prove a
preliminary lemma. For a onvex funtion f dened on an interval in R the right
derivative of f will be denoted by ∂+f .
Lemma 4.3. Let B ∈ S2. Let f : [0, 1] → R be a onvex funtion suh that
f(0) = 0 and ∂+f(0) ≥ 0. For every 0 < s ≤ 1 we dene
b(s) := lenB ({(x, f(x)) : 0 ≤ x ≤ s}) ,
b+(s) := lenB
({
(x, ∂+f(0)x) : 0 ≤ x ≤ s}) ,
Then, as s→ +0, one has b(s)− b+(s) = o(s).
Proof. All asymptoti expansions in this proof are onsidered for s → +0. Taking
into aount f(0) = 0 and using the denition of ∂+f we obtain
f(s) = ∂+f(0)s+ o(s). (4.3)
Hene
δ(s) := f(s)− s ∂+f(0) = o(s).
We introdue
b−(s) = lenB
({(
x,
f(s)
s
x
)
: 0 ≤ x ≤ s
})
,
p(s) = (s, ∂+f(0)s) and q(s) = (s, f(s)). Observe that
lenB([p(s), q(s)]) = δ(s)‖(0, 1)‖B.
We reall that perB is a monotone valuation, by Theorem 2.2. The inlusions
[o, q(s)] ⊂ conv ({o, q(s)} ∪ {(x, f(x)) : 0 ≤ x ≤ s}) ⊂ conv{o, p(s), q(s)}
together with the denition of perB (see (2.3)) imply
b−(s) ≤ b(s) ≤ b+(s) + δ(s)‖(0, 1)‖B.
The inlusion [o, p(s)] ⊂ conv{o, p(s), q(s)} and the denition of perB imply
b+(s)− δ(s)‖(0, 1)‖B ≤ b−(s).
(The latter is just a triangle inequality for points o, p(s), q(s) with respet to the
seminorm ‖ · ‖B.) Consequently, |b(s)−b+(s)| ≤ δ(s)‖(0, 1)‖B = o(s), whih yields
the assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let x ∈ intDK \ {o}. Sine ip(x) = ip(−x) we have
gK,perB (x) = perB(K)− lenB(arc(x)) − lenB(arc(−x)).
It sues to show that the left derivative
a(x) :=
∂−
∂t
lenB(arc(tx))
∣∣∣∣
t=1
exists and is equal to lenB(cap(x)). In the ase arc(x) = [p1(x), p2(x)] it is easy
to verify that a(x) = ‖x‖B = lenB(cap(x)). Assume that arc(x) 6= [p1(x), p2(x)].
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Then l1(x) and l2(x) are both not parallel to x. Changing a oordinate system in
R2 with an appropriate nonsingular ane transformation, without loss of generality
we an assume that x = (0, 1) and ip(x) = [0, 1]2. Then we an introdue an ε > 0
and onvex funtions f1, f2 : [0, ε]→ R with f1(0) = f2(0) = 0 suh that
{(−s, f1(s)) : 0 ≤ s ≤ ε} ⊂bdK,
{(−s, 1− f2(s)) : 0 ≤ s ≤ ε} ⊂bdK.
For every suiently small t ≥ 0 one an uniquely dene the parameter s(t) ≥ 0
suh that [p1((1 − t)x), p2((1 − t)x)] ⊂ {−s(t)} × R. In other words, s(t) is the
distane between aff[p1(x), p2(x)] and aff[p1((1 − t)x), p2((1 − t)x)]. For i ∈ {1, 2}
let us dene bi(s), b
+
i (s) with respet to the funtion fi(s) in the same way as
b(s), b+(s) are dened in Lemma 4.3 with respet to a funtion f(s). Let also
δi(s) := fi(s)− ∂+fi(0)s for i ∈ {1, 2}. The funtion a(x) an be expressed as
a(x) := lim
t→+0
1
t
(
lenB(arc(x)) − lenB(arc((1 − t)x))
)
.
In the rest of the proof we shall onsider asymptoti behaviors for t → +0. Note
that s(t)→ +0 as t→ +0. Let us determine the asymptoti behavior of
at(x) :=
1
t
(
lenB(arc(x)) − lenB(arc((1 − t)x))
)
.
To this end we shall use Lemma 4.3 and the relation
t = f1(s(t)) + f2(s(t)), (4.4)
whih holds by onstrution.
In the following omputations, for the sake of brevity we write fi rather than
fi(s(t)). Analogously, we also omit the expliit indiation of the dependeny on
s(t) for δi(s(t)), bi(s(t)) and b
+
i (s(t)) (where i ∈ {1, 2}).
We shall determine the limit of
at(x) =
1
t
(b1 + b2) =
1
t
(b+1 + b
+
2 ) +
1
t
(b1 − b+1 + b2 − b+2 ),
as t→ +0. In view of (4.4) and Lemma 4.3 one has
1
t
(b1 − b+1 + b2 − b+2 ) =
o(s(t))
f1 + f2
=
o(s(t))
c · s(t) + o(s(t)) , (4.5)
where
c = ∂+(f1 + f2)(0).
Note that c > 0. This an be shown arguing by ontradition. Assume that
∂+(f1 + f2)(0) = 0. Then ∂
+f1(0) = ∂
+f2(0) = 0. It follows that the body K has
parallel supporting lines at points p1(x) and p2(x). The latter yields x ∈ bdDK,
ontraditing the assumption x ∈ intDK \ {o}. Taking into aount c > 0, we
onlude that the term (4.5) onverges to 0, as t → +0. Thus, it remains to
determine the limit of
1
t
(b+1 + b
+
2 ).
Taking into aount (4.4), we obtain
1
t
(b+1 + b
+
2 ) =
b+1 + b
+
2
t− δ1 − δ2 ·
t− δ1 − δ2
t
=
b+1 + b
+
2
t− δ1 − δ2 ·
f1 + f2 − δ1 − δ2
f1 + f2
=
b+1 + b
+
2
t− δ1 − δ2 ·
c · s(t)
c · s(t) + o(s(t))
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The quotient
c · s(t)
c · s(t) + o(s(t))
goes to 1, as t→ +0. Let us analyze the other quotient
b+1 + b
+
2
t− δ1 − δ2 .
Consider the triangle T := conv{p1(x), p1,2(x), p2(x)}. For the sake of brevity we
shall write p1, p2, p1,2 omitting the expliit dependene on x. The setion T ∩
({−s(t)} × R) of T has Eulidean length 1 − t + δ1 + δ2. We introdue points p+1
and p+2 suh that [p
+
1 , p
+
2 ] = T ∩ ({−s(t)} × R) and p+i ∈ [p1,2, pi] for i ∈ {1, 2}.
The edge [p1, p2] of T has Eulidean length one. Thus, using the homothety of T
and conv{p+1 , p+2 , p1,2}, we get for
‖pi − p1,2‖B
1
=
‖pi − p1,2‖B − b+i
1− t+ δ1 + δ2 ∀i ∈ {1, 2}.
The latter amounts to
(t− δ1 − δ2)‖pi − p1,2‖B = b+i ∀i ∈ {1, 2}.
Hene
b+1 + b
+
2
t− δ1 − δ2 = ‖p1 + p1,2‖B + ‖p2 + p1,2‖B.
Summarizing we onlude that at(x) goes to ‖p1 + p1,2‖B + ‖p2 + p1,2‖B, as t →
+0. 
5. Retrieval results
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows losely that of the orresponding result for
gK . It is based on three ingredients. The rst one is Brunn-Minkowski inequality
and the haraterization of its equality ases. The seond one is Theorem 3.1
(Assertions (II) and (III)). The third one, not present in the ase of gK , is the
linearity of perB with respet to Minkowski addition.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 has the same struture of that of the determination of
a onvex polygon P by gP ontained in [Bia02℄. It is roughly divided in two steps.
In the rst step (Lemma 5.1) one uses the shape of supp gP,φ and the asymptoti
behavior of gP,φ near bd supp gP,φ to determine some information on bdP . This
information is only loal and determined up to a reetion of P . For instane for
eah u ∈ S1 one an determine whether the two lines orthogonal to u and supporting
P interset bdP in a vertex and an edge or in two verties or in two edges, and
one an determine the length of these edges and the normal one at these verties.
However this is known up to a reetion of P , and thus at this stage we do not know,
for instane, whih of the two supporting lines ontains an edge and whih a vertex.
If Q denotes a polygon with gP,φ = gQ,φ, this leads naturally to a deomposition of
bdP in a nite number of pairs of antipodal ars with the property that eah pair
of ars is also ontained in a suitable translation or reetion of bdQ, with these
translations and reetions that a priori may vary from pair to pair. It is the goal
of the seond step to prove that they are the same for all pairs. This is done via
Lemma 5.3, whih proves that every pair of maximal antipodal ars ontained in
bdP ∩ bdQ onsists of two ars whih are reetions of eah other. This proves
that the reetion does not matter and opens the way to the onlusion. One key
ingredient in the seond step is the geometri interpretation of the radial derivative
of gP,perB provided by Theorem 4.2.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is still strutured in the same two steps. However eah
step has to be proved following new ideas. In the rst step (Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6) we
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use the possibility of identifying a ertain subset of supp gP,φ, whih we all coreP
(it is the subset onsisting of x ∈ supp gP,φ suh that gP,φ(x) = w(P, z)−〈x, z〉), and
to read in coreP some information about P . Regarding the seond step, the key
lemma holds in a weaker form when φ(·) = w(·, z). Indeed the proof of Lemma 5.3
rests ultimately on the fat that there is a strit inequality between the values of
φ on two triangles (i.e. the triangles conv{c1, c2, c3} and conv{d1, d2, d3} in Fig. 2)
beause one is stritly ontained in a translation of the other. Sine the width is
not stritly monotone, a strit inequality holds only under some assumptions on the
position of the triangles with respet to z. The weak form of this lemma, ontained
in Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8, is still suient to onlude.
5.1. Retrieval result for entrally symmetri onvex bodies (Theorem 1.1).
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let H ∈ K20 be suh that gK,φ = gH,φ. Theorem 3.1 implies
DK = DH, (5.1)
2 vol(K) perB(K) + α (vol(K))
2 = 2vol(H) perB(H) + α (vol(H))
2 . (5.2)
Equality (5.1), the possibility of representing perB as a mixed area and the linearity
of the mixed area imply
perB(K) =
1
2
perB(DK) = perB(H). (5.3)
Equality (5.1) and the Brunn-Minkowski inequality (see [Sh93, Theorem 7.3.1℄)
imply
vol(H) ≤ vol(K), (5.4)
with equality if and only ifH is entrally symmetri . Formulas (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4)
imply vol(H) = vol(K) and, as onsequene, the entral symmetry of H . Note that
a entrally symmetri onvex body oinides, up to translation, with its dierene
body saled by 1/2, that is, with the support of its φ-ovariogram saled by 1/2. 
5.2. Determination of polygons from ovariograms generated by stritly
monotone valuations (Theorem 1.2). Following Bianhi [Bia02℄, given u ∈ S1,
the urvature information ci(P, u) of a onvex polygon P ⊂ R2 at u is dened by
ci(P, u) :=
{
len(F (P, u)) if F (P, u) is an edge,
N(P, a) if F (P, u) = {a} for some vertex a of P .
More informally, ci(P, u) provides the knowledge of whether F (P, u) is an edge or
a vertex together with the length of F (P, u), when F (P, u) is and edge, and with
the normal one of P at F (P, u), when F (P, u) is a vertex.
Lemma 5.1. Let φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} be stritly monotone. Let P be a onvex polygon in
R2 and u ∈ S1. Then gP,φ determines the set
{ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Remark 5.2. The onept of synisotheti pairs of onvex sets has been introdued
and used in [Bia09b℄ and [Bia09a℄. We remark that the onlusion of Lemma 5.1
an be expressed in terms of synisothesis as follows. If P and Q are onvex polygons
with gP,φ = gQ,φ then (P,−P ) and (Q,−Q) are synisotheti.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof of this lemma is divided into the proofs of Claims 5.2.1,
5.2.2 and 5.2.3. We reall that DP = supp gP,φ and that we assume that the φ-
ovariogram deomposes as in (1.3).
Claim 5.2.1. The funtion gP,φ determines {lenF (P, u), lenF (P,−u)}.
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Proof. If F (DP, u) is a vertex, then both F (P, u) and F (P,−u) are verties, by
(2.1). Assume that F (DP, u) is an edge. The knowledge of DP gives
len(F (DP, u)) = len(F (P, u)) + len(F (P,−u)), (5.5)
due to (2.1). Let x0 be the midpoint of F (DP, u). One has
gP,φ(x0) = min{lenB(F (P, u)), lenB(F (P,−u))}.
Thus, unless ‖Ru‖B = 0, gP,φ determines min{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}. This
together with the information ontained in (5.5) gives {len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}.
If ‖Ru‖B = 0, then lRu ⊂ B and either B = R2 or B is an o-symmetri strip
parallel to Ru. Consider the ase B = R2. In this ase φ = α vol and α > 0. It an
be shown that
gP (x0 − εu) = min{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}ε+ o(ε), as ε→ +0, (5.6)
see [Bia02, proof of Lemma 3.1℄. Hene min{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))} is deter-
mined by gP and thus also by gP,φ = αgP . Now onsider the remaining ase, in
whih B is an o-symmetri strip parallel to Ru. In this ase perB(·) = βw(·, u), for
some known β ≥ 0 (whih is given by the knowledge of B). Clearly, gP,perB (x0 −
εu) = βε for all suiently small ε > 0. Thus, taking into aount (5.6) we obtain
gP,φ(x0 − εu) =
(
β + αmin{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}
)
ε+ o(ε), as ε→ +0.
The strit monotoniity of φ implies α > 0. Thus the previous formula determines
min{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}
and, as before, {len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}. 
If both numbers in {len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))} are stritly positive, then
{len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))} = {ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Claim 5.2.2. Assume that len(F (P, u)) and len(F (P,−u)) are not both zero. Then
gP,φ determines {ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Proof. When both lengths are positive the assertion is a onsequene of Claim 5.2.1.
Assume that exatly one length vanishes. We may assume, up to a reetion, that
F (P, u) is an edge and F (P,−u) is a vertex, say a. Let the edges E1 and E2 of P
ontaining a be ontained in lines a+ l1 and a+ l2, and let F (DP, u) = [x1, x2]. Let
the labeling and the point y ∈ DP be suh that xi ∈ y+ li, i = 1, 2. Let m be a line
parallel to [x1, x2] and interseting the interior of the triangle conv{x1, x2, y}. For
all x ∈ m ontained in the triangle conv{x1, x2, y}, gP,φ has the same value beause
P ∩ (P + x) hanges only by a translation. For x ∈ m outside this triangle, gP,φ
is less than this value, by the strit monotoniity of φ. Therefore the diretions of
the lines l1 and l2 an be determined. This yields the outer normals of the edges
E1 and E2 and hene the normal one N(P, a). 
Claim 5.2.3. Assume len(F (P, u)) = len(F (P,−u)) = 0. Then gP,φ determines
{ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Proof. Let F (P, u) = {a1} and F (P,−u) = {a2}. Then {ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)} =
{N(P, a1),−N(P, a2)}. Thus, we need to determine the set of the two ones
N(P, a1) and −N(P, a2). We an argue exatly as in [Bia02, Case 2 of Lemma 3.1℄
and in order to keep the presentation self-ontained we repeat the argument. Let
i ∈ {1, 2}. If there exists w ∈ S1 suh that F (P,w) = {ai} and F (P,−w) is an
edge, then by Claim 5.2.2 the one N(P, ai) is determined by gP,φ, up to reetion
in o. If by Claim 5.2.2 both N(P, a1) and −N(P, a2) are determined using an ap-
propriate diretion w ∈ S1 as above, the assertion follows. If preisely one of the
two ones has been determined using w ∈ S1, say the one −N(P, a2), then for
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the other one N(P, a1) one has the inlusion N(P, a1) ⊂ −N(P, a2). Taking into
aount the known equality N(DP, a1 − a2) = N(P, a1) ∩ (−N(P, a2)), we obtain
N(DP, a1−a2) = N(P, a1), whih shows that also the one N(P, a1) is determined.
In the ase that neither N(P, a1) nor −N(P, a2) an be determined using a dire-
tion w ∈ S1 as above, we have N(P, a1) = −N(P, a2) and, thus, both N(P, a1) and
−N(P, a2) oinide with N(DP, a1 − a2). It follows that also in this ase N(P, a1)
and −N(P, a2) are determined by gP,φ. 
The proof of Lemma 5.1 is onluded. 
Lemma 5.3. Let φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} be stritly monotone, and let P and Q be onvex
polygons with gP,φ = gQ,φ and suh that P is not a reetion or a translation of Q.
Let A+ and A− be maximal ars ontained in bdP ∩bdQ and assume that neither
A+ nor A− are points. Assume also the existene of u0 ∈ S1 suh that F (P, u0)
and F (P,−u0) are verties of P and
F (P, u0) ⊂ relintA+, F (P,−u0) ⊂ relintA−.
Then A+ is a reetion of A−.
Proof. Sine P 6= Q neither A+ nor A− oinide with bdP . Let a+1 and a+2 denote,
respetively, the left and right endpoint of A+. Let a−1 and a
−
2 be dened similarly
for A−. For i = 1, 2, let u+i be the unit outer normal to P and Q at the segment of
A+ ontaining a+i and let u
−
i be the unit outer normal to P and Q at the segment of
A− ontaining a−i . We remark that u
+
1 6= u+2 and u−1 6= u−2 , beause both relintA+
and relintA− ontains a vertex, by assumption. Clearly [u+1 , u
+
2 ]S1 is the set of unit
outer normals to P and Q at points in relintA+.
We laim that, for eah i = 1, 2, the segment in A+ ontaining a+i is parallel to
the segment in A− ontaining a−i , that is
u+1 = −u−1 and u+2 = −u−2 . (5.7)
Let u ∈ (u+1 , u+2 )S1 . We have
F (P, u) = F (Q, u) ⊂ relintA+. (5.8)
This and (2.1) imply F (P,−u) = F (Q,−u). This identity together with the fat
that
⋃
v∈(u+
1
,u
+
2
)
S1
F (P,−v) is an ar (possibly, degenerate to a point) ontained in
bdP ∩ bdQ and interseting A−, imply
F (P,−u) = F (Q,−u) ⊂ A−. (5.9)
Formula (5.8) implies ci(P, u) = ci(Q, u) and, as a onsequene of Lemma 5.1,
ci(P,−u) = ci(Q,−u).
This and (5.9) imply F (P,−u) = F (Q,−u) ⊂ relintA−. This implies −u ∈
[u−1 , u
−
2 ]S1 and, for the arbitrariness of u, −(u+1 , u+2 )S1 ⊂ [u−1 , u−2 ]S1 . The analo-
gous inlusion with the roles of A+ and A− exhanged an be proved in a similar
way. This onludes the proof of (5.7).
Let u ∈ S1 be suh that
(lu + a
−
1 ) ∩ relintA+ 6= ∅ and (lu + a+1 ) ∩ relintA− 6= ∅.
Let r− = len(P ∩ (lu + a−1 )) and r+ = len(P ∩ (lu + a+1 )). We shall prove that
r− = r+. Suppose that r− 6= r+, i.e., without loss of generality, that
r− < r+.
Let {b} = (lu+a+1 )∩A−. The boundaries of P and Q oinide in a neighborhood
of b. Let EPQ be a segment with an endpoint in b, ontained in bdP ∩ bdQ and
outside the strip bounded by lu + a
−
1 and lu + a
+
1 . The boundaries of P and Q
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u+
1
d3
c2
b
FPQ
EP
EQ
d1
c1
EPQ
c3
A+
l−
d2
l+
lu + a
−
1lu + a
+
1
a
+
1
a
−
1
A−
Figure 2. The ars A+ and A−, the segments EPQ, EP , EQ
(thik segments) and FPQ, the triangles conv{c1, c2, c3} and
conv{d1, d2, d3} (in gray) and the vetor u+1 .
dier in every neighborhood of a+1 . Let EP and EQ be segments with an endpoint
in a+1 , outside the strip bounded by lu + a
−
1 and lu + a
+
1 , and ontained in bdP
and in bdQ, respetively. Up to exhanging P and Q and reduing the lengths of
EP and EQ, we may assume that EP ⊂ Q, that is, all points of P suiently lose
to a+1 belong to Q.
Consider a hord [c1, c2] of P , parallel to u with c1 ∈ EPQ and c2 ∈ EP , and
lose enough to lu + a
+
1 to ensure that r = len([c1, c2]) > r
−
.
By (5.7), there is a line l+ (and a line l−) orthogonal to u+1 and supporting
both P and Q at a+1 (at a
−
1 , respetively). Let m be a supporting line to P at
b and note that [c1, c2] lies between l
+
and m, whih are either parallel or meet
in the half-plane bounded by lu + a
+
1 not ontaining a
−
1 . Sine [c1, c2] is parallel
to P ∩ (lu + a+1 ), we have r ≤ r+, with equality if and only if c2 ∈ l+, EP ⊂ l+
and c1, b ∈ l− = m. When equality holds, sine l+ supports Q too, the inlusion
EP ⊂ l+ and the assumption EP ⊂ Q imply EQ ⊂ l+, whih ontradits the
assumption A+ maximal. Therefore r < r+.
Let us prove that EPQ is not parallel to EQ. If they are parallel, then, arguing as
above, we have that EPQ ⊂ l− = m and EQ ⊂ l+. Thus Q has two edges orthogonal
to u+1 . By Lemma 5.1 the same happens for P . We have F (P, u
+
1 ), F (Q, u
+
1 ) ⊂ l+
and F (P,−u+1 ), F (Q,−u+1 ) ⊂ l−. The segment EP is not ontained in l+, beause
this ontradits the assumption A+ maximal. Thus len(F (Q, u+1 )) > len(F (P, u
+
1 )).
Thus Lemma 5.1 implies
len(F (P, u+1 )) = len(F (Q,−u+1 )) and len(F (P,−u+1 )) = len(F (Q, u+1 )).
Sine both F (P,−u+1 ) and F (Q,−u+1 ) ontain [a−1 , b], then F (P, u+1 ) and F (Q, u+1 )
ontain a segment of length len([a−1 , b]). This implies that l
+ ∩ (lu + a−1 ) ∈ A+ and
ontradits r− < r+. This onludes the proof that EPQ is not parallel to EQ.
If [c1, c2] is suiently lose to lu + a
+
1 , then there is a hord [d1, d2] of Q whih
is a translation of [c1, c2] and suh that d1 ∈ EPQ and d2 ∈ EQ (see Figure 2).
Sine r− < r < r+, there is a ommon hord FPQ of P and Q of length r, parallel
to u, ontained in the strip bounded by lu+a
+
1 and lu+a
−
1 , and with endpoints on
the ars A+ and A−. Let c3 = aff(EPQ) ∩ aff(EP ) and d3 = aff(EPQ) ∩ aff(EQ).
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Let x = c1 − c2 = d1 − d2. In view of Theorem 4.1, we have
− ∂
∂t
gP (tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
< − ∂
∂t
gQ(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
,
sine ip(P, x) = conv([c1, c2] ∪ FPQ), ip(Q, x) = conv([d1, d2] ∪ FPQ) and by this
vol(ip(P, x)) < vol(ip(Q, x)). Note that vol(ip(P, x)) < vol(ip(Q, x)) holds beause
the line aff[c1, c2] is loser to aff FPQ than the line aff[d1, d2]. Furthermore, by
Theorem 4.2 we have
∂−
∂t
(
gQ,perB (tx)− gP,perB (tx)
)∣∣∣∣
t=1
= perB(conv{c1, c2, c3})−perB(conv{d1, d2, d3}).
By onstrution, the triangle conv{c1, c2, c3} is stritly ontained in the translation
of the triangle conv{d1, d2, d3} by vetor c2 − d2. Consequently
− ∂
−
∂t
gP,perB (tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
≤ − ∂
−
∂t
gQ,perB (tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
,
and the latter inequality is strit unless perB is not stritly monotone. By as-
sumption, φ = α vol+ perB is stritly monotone, and thus either perB is stritly
monotone or α > 0. In both ases we arrive at the strit inequality
− ∂
−
∂t
gP,φ(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
< − ∂
−
∂t
gQ,φ(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
. (5.10)
Inequality (5.10) ontradits gP,φ = gQ,φ.
It follows that r− = r+. Therefore (lu + a
+
1 ) ∩ A− and (lu + a−1 ) ∩ A+ are
symmetri with respet to (a+1 + a
−
1 )/2. Sine we may repeat the above argument
for every u suh that lu + a
−
1 intersets relintA
+
and lu + a
+
1 intersets relintA
−
we have that either A+ ontains the reetion of A− with respet to (a+1 + a
−
1 )/2,
or the same holds with the role of A+ and A− exhanged.
Without loss of generality, assume that the reetion of A− with respet to
(a+1 + a
−
1 )/2 is a subset of A
+
, that is A−1 := a
+
1 + a
−
1 − A− ⊆ A+. To onlude
the proof, it remains to show the equality A−1 = A
+
. We argue by ontradition.
Assume A−1 is a proper subset of A
+
. Then len(A−) < len(A+) and A−1 has two
endpoints, one oiniding with the endpoint a+1 of A
+
and the other one f1 :=
a+1 + a
−
1 − a−2 lying in relint(A+). Repeating the previous arguments with respet
to points a+2 , a
−
2 in plae of a
+
1 , a
−
1 , we see that either the reetion of A
−
with
respet to (a+2 + a
−
2 )/2 is a subset of A
+
or the reetion of A+ with respet to
(a+2 +a
−
2 )/2 is a subset of A
−
. Sine len(A−) < len(A+), the former is the ase, that
is A−2 := a
+
2 + a
−
2 −A− ⊆ A+. The ar A−2 has two endpoints, one oiniding with
the endpoint a+2 of A
+
and the other one f2 := a
+
2 +a
−
2 −a−1 lying in A+. Sine A−1
and A+2 oinide up to translations, the segments [a
+
1 , f1] and [a
+
2 , f2] joining the
endpoints of A−1 and A
−
2 , respetively, are parallel. Sine A
+
is a onvex ar whih
is not a segment and sine f1 ∈ relintA+, we onlude that no segment joining a+2
with a point of A+ is parallel to [a1, f1]. Thus, [a
+
1 , f1] and [a
+
2 , f2] are not parallel,
whih is a ontradition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. This proof oinides with the proof of [Bia02, Theorem 1.1℄,
up to replaing referenes to Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 in [Bia02℄ with referenes to their
analogs in this paper, i.e., to Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3, respetively. We repeat here the
proof for ompleteness.
Let P be a planar onvex polygon and let Q be a planar onvex body with gP,φ =
gQ,φ and P 6= Q+τ , P 6= −Q+τ for eah τ ∈ R2. Sine DP = DQ = supp gP,φ (by
Lemma 3.1 (III)) and P is a polygon, DQ and hene Q must also be polygons. We
shall prove that both P and Q are entrally symmetri. One that this is proved
Theorem 1.1 implies that P = Q, up to translation, a ontradition.
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To prove the entral symmetry of P and Q, let a and b be opposite verties of
P , that is,
intN(P, a) ∩ (− intN(P, b)) 6= ∅.
By Lemma 5.1 and DP = DQ we may assume, after a translation and reetion of
Q, if neessary, that a and b are also verties of Q, and moreover N(P, a) = N(Q, a)
and N(P, b) = N(Q, b). We apply Lemma 5.3 with A+ (and A−) the maximal ar
in bdP ∩ bdQ ontaining a (ontaining b, respetively) and u0 ∈ intN(P, a) ∩
− intN(P, b) ∩ S1. The ars A+ and A− are not degenerate beause when two
polygons have a vertex and the normal one at that vertex in ommon, then their
boundaries must be equal in a neighborhood of that vertex. Lemma 5.3 implies
that A+ is a reetion of A−. This yields
N(P, a) = N(Q, a) = −N(P, b) = −N(Q, b). (5.11)
The validity of (5.11) for all pairs of opposite verties implies that all edges of P
ome in parallel pairs and that the same happens for Q. Let [a1, a2] and [b1, b2] be
an arbitrary pair of parallel edges of P . It now sues to show that these edges
have the same length. Let a1, a2, b1, and b2 be in ounterlokwise order in bdP .
By Lemma 5.1 and DP = DQ, after possibly a translation and a reetion of Q,
[a1, a2] and [b1, b2] are also edges of Q and thus a1, a2, b1 and b2 are also verties
of Q. Keeping Q heneforth xed in this position it is lear that both a1, b1 and
a2, b2 are pairs of opposite verties (in the sense of the previous paragraph) of P
as well as of Q. This yields N(P, a1) = −N(P, b1) = N(Q, a1) = −N(Q, b1) and
N(P, a2) = −N(P, b2) = N(Q, a2) = −N(Q, b2). Consequently the boundaries of
P and Q oinide also in a neighborhood of [a1, a2] and [b1, b2]. Then Lemma 5.3
shows that [a1, a2] must be a reetion of [b1, b2] and so they have the same length.
This proves that both P and Q are entrally symmetri. 
5.3. Determination of polygons from the width-ovariogram (Theorem 1.3).
In this setion we assume φ(K) = w(K, z), for every onvex body K and for some
given xed z ∈ S1. Moreover we use the symbol gK,w for gK,φ.
The width-ovariogram has a simple expression in ertain subsets of its support,
and this expression identies these subsets. Let us dene the ore of K ∈ Kn0 as
coreK := (F (K, z)−K) ∩ (K − F (K,−z)) .
See Fig. 3. Clearly coreK depends on the hoie of z. The next lemma implies
that width-ovariogram of K determines its ore.
Lemma 5.4. Let K ∈ Kn0 and x ∈ DK. We have
gK,w(x) = gK,w(o) − 〈x, z〉 (5.12)
if and only if x ∈ coreK.
Proof. Observe that (5.12) fails when 〈x, z〉 < 0 beause in this ase one has
gK,w(o)− 〈x, z〉 > gK,w(o) = max
y∈DK
gK,w(y) ≥ gK,w(x).
Moreover, coreK is ontained in {x : 〈x, z〉 ≥ 0} beause both F (K, z) − K and
K − F (K,−z) are ontained in that half-spae. As a onsequene we may assume
〈x, z〉 ≥ 0 to prove the equivalene.
The set K ∩ (K + x) is ontained in the strip S bounded by the hyperplane I1
orthogonal to z and supporting K at F (K, z), and by the hyperplane I2 orthogonal
to z and supporting K + x at F (K,−z) + x. Sine w(S, z) equals w(K, z)− 〈x, z〉
and gK,w(o) = w(K, z), we have
gK,w(x) = w (K ∩ (K + x)) ≤ gK,w(o)− 〈x, z〉 ,
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z
p2 − q2 p1 − q1
oq1 = q2
p2 p1
p2 − p1 p1 − p2
DP
P
E1,q
E2,q
E2,p E1,p
coreP
Figure 3. The set coreP (dark gray) and a portion of DP (light
gray). The gure depits also P −F (P,−z) (bounded by a dotted
line) and F (P, z)− P (bounded by a dashed line).
with equality holding if and only if S is the minimal strip orthogonal to z ontaining
K ∩ (K + x). This happen exatly when I1 ∩K intersets K + x and I2 ∩ (K + x)
intersets K, i.e. if and only if
F (K, z) ∩ (K + x) 6= ∅, and (F (K,−z) + x) ∩K 6= ∅.
These onditions are equivalent, respetively, to x ∈ F (K, z) − K and to x ∈
K − F (K,−z). 
Let us desribe some properties of coreP for a planar onvex polygon P (see
Fig. 3).
Lemma 5.5. Let P be a planar onvex polygon and let F (P, z) = [p1, p2] and
F (P,−z) = [q1, q2], where p1, p2, q1, q2 are in ounterlokwise order on bdP .
(I) We have
F (coreP, z) = F (P, z)− F (P,−z) = [p1 − q1, p2 − q2]; (5.13)
F (coreP,−z) = D(F (P, z)) ∩D(F (P,−z))
= [p2 − p1, p1 − p2] ∩ [q2 − q1, q1 − q2].
(5.14)
(II) Let E1,p (and E1,q) be the edge of P whih preedes p1 (and q1, respetively)
on bdP . Let us onsider the edge of DP whih preedes p1− q1 and the edge
of coreP whih preedes p1 − q1. Then one of these edges is parallel to E1,p
and the other one is parallel to E1,q.
(III) Let E2,p (and E2,q) be the edge of P whih follows p2 (and q2, respetively)
on bdP . Let us onsider the edge of DP whih follows p2 − q2 and the edge
of coreP whih follows p2 − q2. Then one of these edges is parallel to E2,p
and the other one is parallel to E2,q.
(IV) If F (P, z) is an edge and F (P,−z) is a vertex then N(coreP, o) = N(P, q1).
Proof. The set bdP an be deomposed as the disjoint (exept for the endpoints)
union of [p1, p2], [p2, q1]bdP , [q1, q2] and [q2, p1]bdP . Using this deomposition we
an desribe the boundaries of P − F (P,−z) and of F (P, z) − P as follows. The
set P+ := P − F (P,−z) is bounded by the union of the ars [p1 − q1, p2 − q2],
[p2, q1]bdP − q2, [q1− q2, q2− q1] and [q2, p1]bdP − q1. The set P− := F (P, z)−P is
bounded by the union of the ars [p2−p1, p1−p2], p2− [q2, p1]bdP , [p1− q1, p2− q2]
and p1 − [p2, q1]bdP .
This desription implies F (P+, z) = F (P−, z) = [p1 − q1, p2 − q2], F (P+,−z) =
[q1 − q2, q2 − q1] and F (P−,−z) = [p2 − p1, p1 − p2]. Note that F (P+, z) and
F (P−, z) are parallel and entered at o. This proves (I).
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When p1 6= p2 and q1 = q2, then F (P−,−z) is an edge, F (P+,−z) = o and
P+ ∩ U = (P − q1) ∩ U , for every small neighborhood U of o. Thus we have
(coreP ) ∩ U = (P − q1) ∩ U . This proves (IV).
In order to prove (II) and (III) we observe that (2.1) implies
{u ∈ S1 : F (DP, u) is an edge} = {u ∈ S1 : F (P, u) is an edge}
∪ {u ∈ S1 : F (−P, u) is an edge}.
Let {u1, u2} be the set onsisting of the unit outer normal vetor to the edge
E1,p of P and of the unit outer normal vetor to the edge −E1,q of −P . Label
these vetors so that u1, u2 and z are on this order on S
1
. Then the edge of DP
whih preedes p1 − q1 has outer normal vetor u2, while the edge of coreP whih
preedes p1 − q1 has outer normal vetor u1. This proves (II), while (III) an be
proved analogously. 
Let us prove the equivalent of Lemma 5.1 for the width-ovariogram.
Lemma 5.6. Let φ(·) = w(·, z), for some z ∈ S1. Let P be a onvex polygon in R2
and u ∈ S1. Then gP,w determines the set
{ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is divided into the proofs of Claims 5.6.1, 5.6.2,
5.6.3 and 5.6.4.
Claim 5.6.1. For eah u ∈ S1, gP,w determines {len(F (P, u)), len(F (P,−u))}.
Proof. This is proved as Claim 5.2.1 exept for the determination of
min{len(F (P, z)), len(F (P,−z))}
when u = z or u = −z. This expression is determined by coreP , sine it oinides
with (1/2) len(F (coreP,−z)), by (5.14). 
Claim 5.6.2. Let p1, p2, q1 and q2 be as in the statement of Lemma 5.5. Let
C1 = N(P, p1), C2 = N(P, p2), D1 = N(P, q1) and D2 = N(P, q2). Then gP,w
determines {C1,−D1} and {C2,−D2}.
Proof. We reall that [p1−q1, p2−q2] = F (DP, z) = F (coreP, z) by (2.1) and (5.14).
Let {u1, u2} be the set onsisting of the unit outer normal vetors to the edge of
DP whih preedes p1 − q1 and to the edge of coreP whih preedes p1 − q1. Let
{v1, v2} be dened analogously as unit outer normals to the edges of DP and coreP
whih follow p2 − q2. We distinguish three ases aording to whether F (P, z) and
F (P,−z) are edges or not.
Assume that both F (P, z) and F (P,−z) are edges. In this ase z is the right
endpoint of C1 ∩ S1 and of (−D1) ∩ S1. The set of the left endpoints of these ars
oinide with {u1, u2}, by Lemma 5.5 (II). Thus we have
{C1 ∩ S1, (−D1) ∩ S1} = {[u1, z]S1 , [u2, z]S1}.
A similar argument determines {C2,−D2}.
Assume that exatly one among F (P, z) and F (P,−z) is an edge. We may
assume, up to reetion, that the edge is F (P, z). Then
D1 = D2 = N(coreP, o),
by Lemma 5.5 (IV). The right endpoint of C1 ∩ S1 is z. Its left endpoint is u1, if
u1 = u2, or is the vetor in {u1, u2} whih is not left endpoint of (−D1) ∩ S1, if
u1 6= u2. A similar argument determines {C2,−D2}.
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p1
q1
z
α4
α1
α2α3
T1
P ∩ (P + x)
P ∩ (P + x)
T2
x
x
E2,q
E1,q
E2,p
E1,p
Figure 4. P ∩ (P + x) (light gray) when C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α4]S1 , on
the left, and when C1 ∩S1 = [α1, α3]S1 , on the right. The triangles
T1 and T2 are lled in dark gray.
Assume that both F (P, z) and F (P,−z) are verties. We have C1 = C2 and
D1 = D2. The set of the left endpoints of C1 ∩S1 and of (−D1)∩S1 oinides with
{u1, u2}, while the set of the right endpoints is {v1, v2}. If v1 = v2 then
{C1 ∩ S1, (−D1) ∩ S1} = {[u1, v1]S1 , [u2, v1]S1}.
A similar formula holds when u1 = u2. We may thus assume u1 6= u2 and v1 6= v2.
Relabel these vetors so that {u1, u2} = {α1, α2}, {v1, v2} = {α3, α4} and α1, α2,
α3 and α4 are in ounterlokwise order on S
1
, with z ∈ [α2, α3]S1 . We may assume,
after possibly replaing P by −P , that α1 is the left endpoint of C1 ∩ S1. We have
to determine the right endpoint of C1 ∩ S1. Let
x = −εRα3,
with ε > 0 small enough (we reall that Rα3 is the ounterlokwise rotation of
α3 by 90 degrees), and let S be the minimal strip orthogonal to z and ontaining
P ∩ (P + x). We distinguish two ases aording to whether C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α4]S1
or C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α3]S1 . Let E1,p, E2,p, E1,q and E2,q be as in the statement of
Lemma 5.5.
Assume C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α4]S1 . In this ase (−D1) ∩ S1 = [α2, α3]S1 , E1,p, E2,p,
E1,q and E2,q are orthogonal respetively to α1, α4, α2 and α3, see Fig. 4. We have
q1 + x ∈ P and thus one of the two lines bounding S passes through q1 + x. The
other line bounding S ontains the point E1,p ∩ (E2,p + x). If we dene
T1 := conv
{
p1, p1 + x,E1,p ∩ (E2,p + x)
}
,
then we have
gP,w(x) = w(P ∩ (P + x), z) = w(P, z)− w(T1, z). (5.15)
Assume C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α3]S1 . In this ase (−D1) ∩ S1 = [α2, α4]S1 , E1,p, E2,p, E1,q
and E2,q are orthogonal respetively to α1, α3, α2 and α4. We have p1 ∈ P +x and
thus one of the two lines bounding S passes through p1. The other line bounding
S ontains the point E2,q ∩ (E1,q + x). If we dene
T2 := conv
{
q1, q1 + x,E2,q ∩ (E1,q + x)
}
,
then we have
gP,w(x) = w(P ∩ (P + x), z) = w(P, z)− w(T2, z). (5.16)
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Both T1 and T2 have an edge equal to a translate of x and an edge orthogonal to
α4. Sine the third edge of T1 is orthogonal to α1 while the third edge of T2 is
orthogonal to α2, the order between α1 and α2 implies that a translate of −T2 is
stritly ontained in T1 and w(T1, z) > w(T2, z).
The width-ovariogram determines {u1, u2} and {v1, v2} and, through these ve-
tors, w(T1, z) and w(T2, z). It also determines w(P, z) = gP,w(o). It is thus possible
to understand whether (5.15) holds or (5.16) holds and, through this hoie, to
deide whether C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α4]S1 or C1 ∩ S1 = [α1, α3]S1 . 
Claim 5.6.3. Assume that len(F (P, u)) and len(F (P,−u)) are not both 0. Then
gP,w determines {ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Proof. When both lengths are positive the assertion is a onsequene of Claim 5.6.1.
Assume that exatly one length vanishes. We may suppose, up to reetion, that
F (P, u) is an edge and F (P,−u) is a vertex, say a. In view of Claim 5.2.1 it sues
to show that gP,w determines N(P, a).
We distinguish two ases aording to whether
−u ∈ intC1 ∪ intC2 ∪ intD1 ∪ intD2 (5.17)
or not. By Claim 5.6.2, the knowledge of gK,w makes it possible to determine the
set of ones
{C1,−C1, D1,−D1, C2,−C2, D2,−D2}. (5.18)
Sine u does not belong to the interior of any normal one at a vertex of P (beause
F (P, u) is an edge, by assumption), (5.17) holds if and only if −u belongs to the
interior of a one in the set in (5.18). Therefore the knowledge of gK,w makes it
possible to understand whether (5.17) holds or not.
Assume that (5.17) does not hold. Let us adopt the notations introdued in the
proof of Claim 5.2.2. Let T := conv{x1, x2, y}. To determine N(P, a) it sues to
determine mε∩T . As in Claim 5.2.2, gP,w(x) is onstant when x ∈ mε∩T , beause
P ∩ (P + x) hanges only by a translation. Let x′ ∈ mε ∩ T and x′′ ∈ mε \ T , and
let us prove that
gP,w(x
′) > gP,w(x
′′). (5.19)
We remark that a translation of P ∩ (P + x′′) is stritly ontained in P ∩ (P + x′)
and that, ontrary to Claim 5.2.2, this inlusion alone it is not suient to show
(5.19), beause the width is not stritly monotone. Elementary arguments imply
that in order to prove (5.19) it sues to prove that the boundary of the minimal
strip orthogonal to z and ontaining T intersets T only at x1 and x2. This is
equivalent to prove that
z /∈ N(T, y), −z /∈ N(T, y) and z 6= ±u. (5.20)
To prove z,−z /∈ N(T, y) we observe that N(T, y) = N(P, a), by onstrution. If
±z ∈ N(P, a) then N(P, a) oinides, up to reetion, with C1 or C2 or D1 or D2,
and this ontradits the assumption regarding (5.17), sine −u ∈ intN(P, a). The
fat that N(P, a) does not ontain z or −z also implies u 6= z and u 6= −z (again
beause −u ∈ intN(P, a)).
Assume that (5.17) hold. If u = z we have a = q1 = q2 and N(P, a) = D1 = D2.
Note that we have p1 6= p2 (beause F (P, u) is an edge, by assumption) and, as a
onsequene, C1 6= C2. By Claim 5.6.2, D1 an be determined as the only one in
ommon to {−C1, D1} and {−C2, D2}, where both {−C1, D1} and {−C2, D2} are
determined by the φ-ovariogram.
When u = −z the argument is similar. Assume u 6= z and u 6= −z. Condition
(5.17) implies z ∈ N(P, a) or −z ∈ N(P, a). This means that N(P, a) oinides
with either C1 or C2 or D1 or D2, beause these are the only normal ones at
verties of P ontaining z or −z. We observe that among the eight ones in the
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z
u
d2
A−
A+
lu + a
+
1
c2
d1
c1
c3
d3
a+1
a−1
lu + a
−
1
F (S,−z)
F (S, z)
Figure 5. The onvex envelope of the sub-ars (dark gray), the
strips S (medium gray) and SP ∪ SQ (light gray). In this exam-
ple (5.21) holds when v = z and it does not hold when v = −z.
union of {C1,−D1}, {C2,−D2}, {−C1, D1} and {−C2, D2} only one ontains −u
in the interior, beause F (P, u) is an edge. Thus N(P, a) an be determined as
the only one in the union of {C1,−D1}, {C2,−D2}, {−C1, D1} and {−C2, D2}
ontaining −u in its interior. 
Claim 5.6.4. Assume len(F (P, u)) = len(F (P,−u)) = 0. Then gP,w determines
{ci(P, u), ci(−P, u)}.
Proof. It oinides with the proof of Claim 5.2.3. 
The proof of Lemma 5.6 is onluded. 
For the width-ovariogram, Lemma 5.3 holds in a weaker form. The next two
lemmas prove results whih play for the width-ovariogram the role played by
Lemma 5.3 for the ase of stritly monotone valuations.
Lemma 5.7. Let P , Q, A+, A−, u0, a
+
1 , a
+
2 , a
−
1 and a
−
2 be as in Lemma 5.3.
Assume that neither A+ nor A− are points or segments. Let u ∈ S1 and i ∈ {1, 2}
be suh that lu+a
+
i intersets relintA
−
, and lu+a
−
i intersets relintA
+
(see Fig. 5).
Let SP and SQ denote the minimal strips orthogonal to z and ontaining P and
Q, respetively. Let S be the minimal strip orthogonal to z and ontaining the
onvex hull of the sub-ar of A+ with endpoints a+i and (lu + a
−
i ) ∩ A+ and of the
sub-ar of A− with endpoints a−i and (lu + a
+
i ) ∩ A−.
(I) If there exists v ∈ {z,−z} suh that
F (S, v) ⊂ int(SP ∪ SQ) (5.21)
then F (S, v) intersets one of the two hords [a+i , (lu+a
+
i )∩A−] and [a−i , (lu+
a−i ) ∩ A+], and the length of the hord interseted by F (S, v) is less than or
equal to the length of the other hord.
(II) If S ⊂ int(SP ∪ SQ) then
len
(
[a+i , (lu + a
+
i ) ∩ A−]
)
= len
(
[a−i , (lu + a
−
i ) ∩ A+]
)
. (5.22)
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Proof. In order to prove (I), assume that (5.21) holds with v = z. The line
F (S, z) intersets one of the two hords in the statement beause otherwise it
intersets conv
(
[a+i , (lu + a
−
i ) ∩ A+]A+ ∪ [a−i , (lu + a+i ) ∩ A−]A−
)
at some point
y ∈ relint[a+i , (lu + a−i ) ∩ A+]A+ ∪ relint[a−i , (lu + a+i ) ∩ A−]A− . The onvexity of
the involved sets implies then that F (S, z) supports both P and Q at y and this
ontradits (5.21).
Assume
F (S, z) ∩ [a+i , (lu + a+i ) ∩ A−] 6= ∅. (5.23)
Let r+ = len
(
[a+i , (lu + a
+
i ) ∩ A−]
)
, r− = len
(
[a−i , (lu + a
−
i ) ∩ A+]
)
and assume
r+ > r−. To prove that this inequality implies a ontradition, we follow losely the
proof of Lemma 5.3. Let ci and di, for i = 1, 2, 3, be as in the proof of Lemma 5.3
(see Fig. 5). We reall some properties of these points.
(i) The triangles conv{c1, c2, c3} and conv{d1, d2, d3}+(c1−d1) are one stritly
ontained in the other and have the edge [c1, c2] in ommon.
(ii) The lines aff([c1, c3]) and aff([d1, d3]) oinide and support both P and Q.
The line aff([c2, c3]) supports P and aff([d2, d3]) supports Q.
(iii) Both [c1, c2] and [d1, d2] an be hosen arbitrarily lose to [a
+
i , (lu + a
+
i )∩
A−].
We prove that
w(conv{c1, c2, c3}, z) 6= w(conv{d1, d2, d3}, z). (5.24)
Choose a Cartesian oordinate system so that z = (0, 1) and F (S, z) oinides with
the x-axis. It is evident that, given any p1, p2 and p3 ∈ R2, we have
w(conv{p1, p2, p3}, z) = max
(| 〈p3 − p1, z〉 |, | 〈p3 − p2, z〉 |, | 〈p2 − p1, z〉 |).
The assumption F (S, v) ⊂ int(SP ∪ SQ) implies the existene of α > 0 suh that
the line l = {p ∈ R2 : 〈p, z〉 = α} supports P or Q. Assume that l supports P .
Condition (ii) and the onvexity of P imply 〈c3, z〉 > α. On the other hand, (iii)
and the inlusion [a+i , (lu + a
+
i ) ∩ A−] ⊂ S imply 〈c1, z〉 < α and 〈c2, z〉 < α. As a
onsequene we have 〈c3 − c1, z〉 > 0, 〈c3 − c2, z〉 > 0 and
w(conv{c1, c2, c3}, z) = max
( 〈c3 − c1, z〉 , 〈c3 − c2, z〉 ). (5.25)
If conv{d1, d2, d3}+(c1−d1) stritly ontains conv{c1, c2, c3}, then a formula similar
to (5.25) holds for w(conv{d1, d2, d3}) and, moreover,
〈d3 + (c1 − d1), z〉 > 〈c3, z〉 .
This implies w(conv(d1, d2, d3), z) > w(conv(c1, c2, c3), z). If conv(d1, d2, d3)+(c1−
d1) is stritly ontained in conv(c1, c2, c3) then we have 〈d3 + (c1 − d1), z〉 < 〈c3, z〉.
This implies w(conv(d1, d2, d3), z) < w(conv(c1, c2, c3), z). This onludes the proof
of (5.24) when l supports P . When l supports Q, the proof is similar.
Let x = c1 − c2. In view of Theorem 4.2, we have
− ∂
−
∂t
gP,w(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
+
∂−
∂t
gQ,w(tx)
∣∣∣∣
t=1
=
= w(conv{c1, c2, c3}, z)− w(conv{d1, d2, d3}, z) 6= 0
This ontradits gP,w = gQ,w and proves r
+ ≤ r− and (I).
In order to prove (II) we observe that the assumption S ⊂ int(SP ∪ SQ) implies
that (5.23) holds both when v = z and when v = −z. Sine F (S, z) and F (S,−z)
interset dierent hords, the lengths of these hords are equal, by (I). 
Lemma 5.8. Let P , Q, A+, A− and u0 be as in Lemma 5.3. Let SP and SQ
denote the minimal strips orthogonal to z and ontaining P and Q, respetively.
Assume that neither A+ nor A− are points or segments.
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(I) If SP 6= SQ then A+ is a reetion of A−.
(II) Assume SP = SQ. If relintA
+ ⊂ intSP then A+ ontains a reetion of
A− or A− ontains a reetion of A+. If relintA+ ∩ bdSP 6= ∅ then eah
omponent of A+ ∩ intSP is a reetion of a omponent of A− ∩ intSP .
Proof. Assume SP 6= SQ. The equality gP,w(o) = gQ,w(o) implies that SP and SQ
have the same width in diretion z. Thus SP 6= SQ implies
SP ∩ SQ ⊂ int(SP ∪ SQ). (5.26)
Sine S ⊂ SP ∩ SQ, Lemma 5.7 implies
len
(
[a+1 , (lu + a
+
1 ) ∩ A−]
)
= len
(
[a−1 , (lu + a
−
1 ) ∩ A+]
)
. (5.27)
The validity of this equality for eah u ∈ S1 suh that lu + a+1 intersets relintA−
and lu + a
−
1 intersets relintA
+
implies that a sub-ar of A+ is a reetion of A−
with respet to (a+1 + a
−
1 )/2, or that the same hold with A
+
and A− exhanged. A
similar property an be proved for the symmetry with respet to (a+2 + a
−
2 )/2. The
two symmetries, together with the assumption that A+ and A− are not parallel
segments, imply that A+ is a reetion of A−. This proves (I).
Assume SP = SQ. Arguing as we have done in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we may
prove that, for i ∈ {1, 2}, the segment of A+ whose endpoint is a+i is parallel to the
segment of A− whose endpoint is a−i .
Let i ∈ {1, 2} and let us prove that
a+i ∈ intSP if and only if a−i ∈ intSP . (5.28)
Assume a+1 ∈ intSP . The segment ontained in A+ whose endpoint is a+1 and the
one ontained in A− whose endpoint is a−1 are not orthogonal to z beause otherwise
the lines ontaining them dene a strip ontaining P and stritly ontained in
SP , ontraditing the denition of SP . Thus the lines through these segments
dene a strip whih intersets SP in a parallelogram E ontaining and supporting
both P and Q. Let Ei, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, denote the edges of this parallelogram,
in ounterlokwise order, with E2 ⊂ F (SP , z) and E4 ⊂ F (SP ,−z). Up to a
reetion of P and Q, we may assume a+1 ∈ E1 and a−1 ∈ E3. Sine E3 ontains a
segment of A− whose left endpoint is a−1 , we have a
−
1 6= E3 ∩E4. Let us prove
a−1 6= E2 ∩ E3. (5.29)
Assume (5.29) false. Let w ∈ S1 be an outer normal to the parallelogram E at E3.
We have
z, w ∈ N(P, a−1 ) ∩N(Q, a−1 ), (5.30)
beause a−1 ∈ E2 ⊂ F (SP , z) and beause E3 supports both P and Q at a−1 . The
ones N(P, a−1 ) and N(Q, a
−
1 ) are dierent, beause P and Q are polygons whih
dier in every neighborhood of a−1 . Lemma 5.6 implies the existene of a vertex b
of P and Q suh that
N(P, b) = −N(Q, a−1 ) and N(Q, b) = −N(P, a−1 ). (5.31)
Conditions (5.30) and (5.31) imply
−z,−w ∈ N(P, b) ∩N(Q, b).
This implies b ∈ E1 ∩ E4. Sine a+1 is the left endpoint of a segment ontained in
bdP ∩ bdQ ∩ E1, we have a+1 = b. This ontradits the assumption a+1 ∈ intSP ,
proves (5.29) and one of the impliations of (5.28) when i = 1. The proof of the
other impliation and that of (5.28) when i = 2 are ompletely analogous.
We observe that neither A+ nor A− interset both lines bounding SP . Indeed,
if this is false then we have F (P, v) = F (Q, v) for eah v ∈ (−z, z)S1 or for eah v ∈
(z,−z)S1. In eah ase this property and DP = DQ imply P = Q, by (2.1), whih
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ontradits the assumptions of the lemma. We may thus assume a−i , a
+
i ∈ intSP ,
for some i ∈ {1, 2}, say for i = 1.
Assertion (5.28) together with the parallelism of the segment of A+ whose end-
point is a+2 and the segment of A
−
whose endpoint is a−2 , imply that
A+ ∩ bdSP = {a+2 } if and only if A− ∩ bdSP = {a−2 }.
We are thus in one of the following ases:
(i) A+ ⊂ intSP and A− ⊂ intSP ;
(ii) A+ \ {a+2 } ⊂ intSP , A− \ {a−2 } ⊂ intSP and a+2 , a−2 ∈ bdSP ;
(iii) both relintA+ and relintA− intersets bdSP .
Arguments similar to those used to prove Assertion (I) of this lemma prove
that (i) implies that A+ is a reetion of A−, while (ii) implies that either a reetion
of A+ is ontained in A− or a reetion of A− is ontained in A+.
It remains to deal with Case (iii). We prove that in this ase the omponent of
A+∩ intSP ontaining a+1 is a reetion of the omponent of A−∩ intSP ontaining
a−1 . The orresponding result for the omponents ontaining a
+
2 and a
−
2 is proved
similarly.
Let b+ (and let b−) be the right endpoint of the omponent of A+ ∩ intSP
ontaining a+1 (and of the omponent of A
− ∩ intSP ontaining a−1 , respetively).
We have b+, b− ∈ bdSP . Start with u ∈ S1 equal to the diretion v of a−1 −a+1 and
inrease u in ounterlokwise diretion. If u is lose to v then
(lu+a
−
1 )∩relint
(
[a+1 , b
+]A+
) 6= ∅ and (lu+a+1 )∩relint ([a−1 , b−]A−) 6= ∅. (5.32)
If the strip S is dened as in the statement of Lemma 5.7, with i = 1, then
S ⊂ intSP . By Lemma 5.7, we have (5.27). When we inrease u, the onditions
(5.32) are valid until b+ ∈ lu + a−1 or b− ∈ lu + a+1 . Let w be the rst u suh
that this happens, and assume, without loss of generality, b+ ∈ lw + a−1 . Let
c− = (lw + a
+
1 ) ∩ A−. We have c− ∈ [a−1 , b−]A− and [a+1 , b+]A+ is a reetion of
[a−1 , c
−]A− with respet to (a
+
1 + a
−
1 )/2. To onlude the proof it sues to show
that c− = b−. Assume the ontrary, that is, assume c− ∈ (a−1 , b−)A− , and let
v ∈ S1 follow w in ounterlokwise order and be so lose to w so that
(a+1 + lv) ∩ (c−, b−)A− 6= ∅, (5.33)
(a−1 + lv) ∩ (b+, a+2 )A+ 6= ∅. (5.34)
Let S be dened as in the statement of Lemma 5.7, with i = 1 and u = v. Condition
(5.33) implies that the line through (a+1 + lv)∩A− and bounding S is ontained in
intSP . Therefore Lemma 5.7 (I) implies
len
(
[a+1 , (lv + a
+
1 ) ∩ A−]
) ≤ len ([a−1 , (lv + a−1 ) ∩ A+]) . (5.35)
Let d− be the reetion of (lv + a
−
1 ) ∩ A+ with respet to (a+1 + a−1 )/2. We have
d− ∈ lv + a+1 and
len
(
[a−1 , (lv + a
−
1 ) ∩ A+]
)
= len
(
[a+1 , d
−]
)
. (5.36)
Simple geometri onsiderations imply that we also have d− ∈ int conv{a+1 , c−, b−}
when v is suiently lose to w. Thus d− ∈ intP . This implies
len
(
[a+1 , d
−]
)
< len
(
[a+1 , (lv + a
+
1 ) ∩A−]
)
.
This inequality and (5.36) ontradit (5.35). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let P be a planar onvex polygon and let Q be a planar
onvex body with gP,w = gQ,w. Sine DP = DQ = supp gP,w (by Lemma 3.1 (III))
and P is a polygon, DQ and hene Q must also be polygons. We shall prove that
P = Q, up to translations and reetions. Assume the ontrary.
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Let a and b be opposite verties of P , that is,
intN(P, a) ∩ (− intN(P, b)) 6= ∅.
By Lemma 5.6 and DP = DQ we may assume, after a translation and reetion of
Q, if neessary, that a and b are also verties of Q, and moreover N(P, a) = N(Q, a)
and N(P, b) = N(Q, b). We show that when
a ∈ intSP or b ∈ intSP (5.37)
then
N(P, a) = −N(P, b) = N(Q, a) = −N(Q, b). (5.38)
Assume (5.37) and, say, a ∈ intSP . We apply Lemma 5.8 with A+ (and A−) the
maximal ar in bdP ∩ bdQ ontaining a (ontaining b, respetively) and u0 ∈
intN(P, a) ∩ − intN(P, b) ∩ S1. Neither A+ nor A− are points, segments or are
ontained in the boundary of SP . Aording to whih onlusion of Lemma 5.8
holds true we have the following disussion. When A− ontains a reetion of A+,
and (sine a ∈ intSP ) also when eah omponent of A− ∩ intSP is a reetion of a
omponent of A+∩intSP , then relintA− ontains a vertex c with −u0 ∈ intN(P, c).
Sine −u0 ∈ intN(P, b), we have c = b. When A+ ontains a reetion of A−, then
relintA+ ontains a vertex d with u0 ∈ intN(P, d). We onlude as before that
d = a. In every ase a and b are in the relative interior of symmetri ars and this
implies (5.38).
When there is no pair of opposite verties a and b of P satisfying (5.37) then
P = conv(F (P, z)∪F (P,−z)). By Lemma 5.6 and DP = DQ, there is a translation
and reetion of Q suh that F (P, z) = F (Q, z) and F (P,−z) = F (Q,−z). This
implies P = Q and onludes the proof in this ase.
When there are pairs of opposite verties of P satisfying (5.37), the validity
of (5.38) for eah suh pair implies that the edges of P nonorthogonal to z ome
in parallel pairs. Let a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn be the verties of P in ounterlokwise
order, with a1, an, b1 and bn in bdSP , all other verties in intSP , and [ai, ai+1]
parallel to [bi, bi+1], i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Note that a1 may oinide with bn and an
may oinide with b1. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. As before, after possibly a translation
and a reetion of Q, we may assume that [ai, ai+1] and [bi, bi+1] are also edges
of Q. It is lear that both ai, bi and ai+1, bi+1 are pairs of opposite verties of
P . Sine 1 < i < n − 2, these four verties are ontained in intSP . This yields
N(P, ai) = −N(P, bi) = N(Q, ai) = −N(Q, bi) and N(P, ai+1) = −N(P, bi+1) =
N(Q, ai+1) = −N(Q, bi+1). Consequently the boundaries of P and Q oinide
also in a neighborhood of [ai, ai+1] and of [bi, bi+1]. Let A
+
(and A−) be the
maximal ar in bdP ∩bdQ ontaining [ai, ai+1] (ontaining [bi, bi+1], respetively)
and u0 ∈ intN(P, ai) ∩ − intN(P, bi) ∩ S1. Eah onlusion of Lemma 5.8 implies
that [ai, ai+1] is a reetion of [bi, bi+1]. We remark that we use [ai, ai+1] ⊂ intSP
in proving this laim.
We may assume, after possibly a translation and a reetion of Q, that [a1, a2]
and [b1, b2] are also edges of Q. What we have proved so far implies that
[ai, ai+1] and [bi, bi+1], i = 1, . . . , n− 2
are edges both of P and of Q. We are not able to onlude, in analogy to what we
have done before, that len([a1, a2]) = len([b1, b2]), beause a1, b1 ∈ bdSP reates
some diulty in applying Lemma 5.8. However, there is not enough freedom
to have P 6= Q. Indeed, by what we have proved so far and by Lemma 5.6,
both P and Q have the following edges: [ai, ai+1] and [bi, bi+1], i = 1, . . . , n − 2,
two edges parallel to [an−1, an] and zero, or one or two edges orthogonal to z
(aording to whether [an, b1] and [bn, a1] are edges or points). But there is only
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one onvex polygon satisfying these onditions. This implies P = Q and onludes
the proof. 
5.4. Examples of nondetermination in dimension n ≥ 3. Theorem 1.2 in [Bia05℄
proves that, given H ∈ Kℓ0 and K ∈ Km0 , we have gH×K = gH×(−K). It also proves
that when neither H nor K are entrally symmetri then H×K is not a translation
or a reetion of H×(−K). This onstrution allows to reate pairs of onvex bod-
ies with equal ovariogram whih are not a translation or reetion of eah other in
every dimension n ≥ 4. Moreover these examples (together with their images under
a linear map) are substantially the only known examples of nondetermination by
the ovariogram. In the following theorem we show that the previous arguments
extend diretly to every valuation φ whih is invariant with respet to the group of
isometries of the Eulidean spae Rn.
Theorem 5.9. Let K ∈ Kℓ0 and H ∈ Km0 and let φ : Kℓ+m → R be a valuation
whih is invariant with respet to the group of isometries of the Eulidean spae
Rn.
(I) We have gK×H,φ = gK×(−H),φ.
(II) For every n ≥ 4 there are pairs of onvex bodies in Rn with equal φ-ovariogram
whih are not a translation or reetion of eah other.
Proof. Let us prove (I). For K ∈ Kn we introdue the shorthand notation Kx :=
K∩(K+x). Let x ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rℓ. We will show gK×H,φ(x, y) = gK×(−H),φ(x, y).
Clearly, (K×H)(x,y) = Kx×Hy and thus gK×H(x, y) = φ(Kx×Hy). Notiing that
Kx×Hy an be transformed intoKx×(−Hy) by an isometry, we get gK×H,φ(x, y) =
φ(Kx × (−Hy)). The trivial relation −Hy = (−H)y − y implies gK×H,φ(x, y) =
φ(Kx × (−H)y − (o, y)). Every translation is obviously an isometry, and so in the
above expression the translation vetor −(o, y) an be disarded. We arrive at
gK×H,φ(x, y) = φ(Kx × (−H)y) = gK×(−H),φ(x, y).
The proof of (II) oinides with the orresponding one for the ovariogram. 
When φ is the width, similar ounterexamples an be onstruted in every di-
mension n ≥ 3.
Theorem 5.10. Let H ∈ Kℓ0, K ∈ Km0 , z = (o, z′) ∈ Rℓ × Rm with z′ ∈ Sm and
let φ denote the width in diretion z.
(I) Then gH×K,φ is ompletely determined by DH and K by means of the fol-
lowing equality, whih is valid for every (x, y) ∈ Rℓ × Rm:
gH×K,φ(x, y) = 1DH(x) w((K ∩ (K + y)), z′).
(II) If H ′ ∈ Kℓ0 and DH = DH ′, then gH×K,φ = gH′×K,φ.
Proof. We have
(H ×K) ∩ (H ×K + (x, y)) = (H ∩ (H + x))× (K ∩ (K + y)).
Thus, if x 6∈ DH , we have H ∩ (H + x) = ∅ and by this gH×K,φ(x, y) = 0. On the
other hand, if x ∈ DH , we have H ∩ (H + x) 6= ∅ and by this
gH×K,φ(x, y) = w((H ∩ (H + x)) × (K ∩ (K + y)), (o, z′))
= w((K ∩ (K + y)), z′).

Theorem 5.10 an be used to prove Theorem 1.4 by hoosing ℓ ≥ 2, H ′ a sim-
plex, H = (1/2)DH ′, m = 1 and K = [−1, 1]. We will give another proof of
Theorem 5.10, whih provides ounterexamples with a dierent, muh riher, stru-
ture. Let z ∈ Sn−1. A set K ∈ Kn is alled z-prismatoid with bases F (K, z) and
F (K,−z) if K = conv(F (K, z) ∪ F (K,−z)).
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Theorem 5.11. Let z ∈ Sn−1 and let φ be the width in diretion z.
(I) Let K ∈ Kn0 be a z-prismatoid with bases F = F (K, z) and G = F (K,−z)
and assume DF = DG. Then gK,φ is determined by DF and F −G.
(II) Let H,H ′ ⊂ {x : 〈x, z〉 = 0} and L ⊂ {x : 〈x, z〉 = 1} be onvex ompat sets
and assume DH = DH ′. Then K = conv((H + L) ∪ (H − L)) and K ′ =
conv((H ′ + L) ∪ (H ′ − L)) are z-prismatoids with the same φ-ovariogram.
Proof. For showing Assertion (I) it sues to verify
DK = conv
(
(F −G) ∪ (G− F ) ∪DF
)
(5.39)
and, for x ∈ DK,
gK,φ(x) = w(K, z)− | 〈z, x〉 |. (5.40)
Taking into aount K = conv(F ∪G) and DF = DG, equality (5.39) is derived
in the following straightforward way:
DK = conv(F ∪G)− conv(F ∪G)
= conv
(
(F ∪G)− (F ∪G)
)
= conv
(
(F −G) ∪ (G − F ) ∪DF
)
,
Here we used the identity convDA = D convA, whih is valid for every A ⊂ Rn
(see [Sh93, Theorem 1.1.2℄). Let coreK be dened as in the paragraph preeding
Lemma 5.4 and let us prove
DK = coreK ∪ (− coreK). (5.41)
As soon as (5.41) is shown, (5.40) is a onsequene of (5.41) and Lemma 5.4.
We have coreK ∪ (− coreK) ⊂ DK by denition of coreK and DK. Thus, for
onluding the proof it sues to show DK ⊂ coreK ∪ (− coreK).
Let x ∈ DK. By (5.39) and sine F −G, G− F and DF are onvex sets, x an
be represented as a onvex ombination of three vetors x1 ∈ F − G, x2 ∈ G − F
and x3 ∈ DF , say x = λ1x1 + λ2x2 + λ3x3 with λi ≥ 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. We distinguish between the ase λ1 ≤ λ2 and the ase λ1 ≥ λ2.
Consider the ase λ1 ≥ λ2. One has
x = (λ1 − λ2)x1 + λ2(x1 + x2) + λ3x3
∈ (λ1 − λ2)(F −G) + λ2(F −G+G− F ) + λ3DF
= (λ1 − λ2)(F −G) + λ2(DF +DG) + λ3DF
= (λ1 − λ2)(F −G) + 2λ2DF + λ3DF
= (λ1 − λ2)(F −G) + (2λ2 + λ3)DF.
Hene we obtain
x ∈ conv((F −G) ∪DF )
= conv((F −G) ∪ (F − F ))
= conv(F − (G ∪ F ))
=F − conv(G ∪ F )
=F −K.
Here we used again [Sh93, Theorem 1.1.2℄. Using DF = DG in a similar fashion
we obtain x ∈ K − G. Above we have shown x ∈ (F − K) ∩ (K − G) = coreK.
Analogously, in the ase λ1 ≤ λ2 it an be shown that x ∈ − coreK. By this we
obtain (5.41) and, thus, also (5.40).
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For showing (II) we observe that the assumptions of Assertion (I) are fullled
beause
D(H + L) = D(H − L) = DH +DL,
D(H ′ + L) = D(H ′ − L) = DH ′ +DL.
Thus gK,φ is uniquely determined byD(H+L) = DH+DL and (H+L)−(H−L) =
DH + 2L. Consequently, gK,φ is determined by DH and L, that is, if we replae
H by H ′ the width-ovariogram remains unhanged. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. It sues to dene K and K ′ following the onstrution
desribed in Theorem 5.11 (II). For instane, let H ′ be an (n − 1)-dimensional
simplex in {x : 〈x, z〉 = 0} and let H = (1/2)DH ′. The set H is o-symmetri and
DH = DH ′. Let L be a nonentrally symmetri onvex polytope in {x : 〈x, z〉 = 1}.
We have H + L ⊂ {x : 〈x, z〉 = 1} and H − L ⊂ {x : 〈x, z〉 = −1}. Moreover
H − L = −(H + L), and this implies that K is o-symmetri.
The set K is not a translation ofK ′ beause F (K, z) = H+L is not a translation
of F (K ′, z) = H ′ + L. Indeed, if H + L = H ′ + L + τ , for some τ ∈ Rn, then
H = H ′ + τ , by the anellation law for Minkowski addition [Sh93, p. 126℄, and
this identity is false. 
6. Random variables assoiated to φ-ovariograms
The measurements of random hords of a given set are disussed in Ehlers and
Enns [EE78℄, [EE81℄, [EE93℄, Santaló [San04, Chapter 4℄ and Shneider and Weil
[SW08, Setion 8.6℄.
We begin this setion by presenting three random variables whih provide the
same information about K as gK .
The rst one has been onsidered by Matheron [Mat75℄ and Nagel [Nag93℄. Let
K ∈ Kn, u ∈ Sn−1, and let l be a random line parallel to u distributed uniformly
among all lines parallel to u that interset K. This random variable is dened by
Lµ,u = len(l ∩K).
If we hange the denition of Lµ,u by letting also u to be hosen at random on
Sn−1, then we get Lµ, that is the length of a hord hosen under µ-randomness
[EE78℄.
The seond random variable has been onsidered by Adler and Pyke [AP91℄
and is dened as X1 − X2, where X1 and X2 are independent random variables
uniformly distributed in K.
The third random variable is dened by
Lν,u = len ((X + lu) ∩K) ,
where X is a random variable uniformly distributed in K. It orresponds to hoos-
ing the hord of K under ν-randomness [EE78℄.
Knowing the distribution of Lµ,u for eah u or knowing the distribution of X1−
X2 is equivalent to knowing gK (see, for instane, [AB09℄). The same holds true for
Lν,u too: the knowledge of the distribution of Lν,u for eah u is equivalent to the
knowledge of gK . Sine we have not found this mentioned in the literature, we prove
it. For eah r ≥ 0 the event {Lν,u ≥ r} oinides with the event {X ∈ A}, where A
is the union of all hords of K parallel to u and of length at least r. Let Au be the
orthogonal projetion of A onto the orthogonal omplement of u. It is known that
− ∂
∂r
gK(ru) depends ontinuously on r for 0 < r < ρ(DK,u) and oinides with
the (n − 1)-volume of Au; see [Mat75, Proposition 4.3.1℄. Consequently, vol(A) =
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gK(ru)− r ∂∂r gK(ru). Thus we have
Prob(Lν,u ≥ r) = gK(ru)
vol(K)
− r ∂
∂r
(
gK(ru)
vol(K)
)
, (6.1)
where the notation Prob stands for the probability of a random event. This formula
shows that the knowledge of gK gives the distribution of Lν,u for eah u (reall
that gK(o) = vol(K)). On the other hand, formula (6.1) is a dierential equation
for gK(ru)/ vol(K). The distribution of Lν,u, for a given u, determines ρ(DK,u),
beause the support of this distribution is [0, ρ(DK,u)]. The right hand side of (6.1)
an be rewritten as −r2 ∂
∂r
(
gK(ru)
r vol(K)
)
for 0 < r < ρ(DK,u). Hene gK(ru)/ vol(K)
for r ∈ [0, ρ(DK,u)] an be determined by the knowledge of Prob(Lν,u ≥ r) for
r ∈ [0, ρ(DK,u)] by means of integration, by taking into aount that gK(ru)
vanishes for r = ρ(DK,u). This determines gK(x)/ vol(K) for eah x ∈ Rn. On
the other hand, the integral of gK/ vol(K) on R
n
equals vol(K); see Theorem 3.1
(II). We an thus determine gK .
Let us now pass to random variables related to φ-ovariograms for φmore general
than the volume. Let us start by proving Theorem 1.5. Ehlers and Enns [EE81℄
study Lγ,u in the ase of lenB being the Eulidean length. These authors denote the
way of hoosing a random hord of K whih orresponds to Lγ,u as γ-randomness.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. We prove that for r ≥ 0 we have
Prob(Lγ,u ≥ r) =


1 if 0 ≤ r ≤ r1,(
gK,perB (ru) + r‖u‖B
)
/ perB(K) if r1 < r ≤ r2,
gK,perB (ru)/ perB(K) if r2 < r,
(6.2)
where
r1 := min{len(F (K,Ru)), len(F (K,−Ru))},
r2 := max{len(F (K,Ru)), len(F (K,−Ru))}.
The ase 0 ≤ r ≤ r1 of (6.2) is trivial sine every hord of K parallel to u has
length at least r1. In the ase r2 < r the formula holds beause in this ase the
event {Lγ,u ≥ r} oinides with the event {Y 6∈ relint arc(ru) ∪ relint arc(−ru)}
(we use the notations introdued at the beginning of Setion 4), whih has prob-
ability gK,perB (ru)/ perB(K). Consider the ase r1 < r ≤ r2. In this ase the
parallelogram ip(ru) has exatly one edge parallel to u and lying in the bound-
ary of K. Without loss of generality, assume [p3(ru), p4(ru)] ⊂ bdK, that is,
[p3(ru), p4(ru)] = arc(−ru). In this ase {Lγ,u ≥ r} = {Y 6∈ relint arc(ru)}. The
event {Y 6∈ relint arc(ru)} is the disjoint union of the events {Y 6∈ relint(arc(ru))∪
relint(arc(−ru))} and {Y ∈ [p3(ru), p4(ru)]}, whih have probabilities gK,perB (ru)/ perB(K)
and r‖u‖B/ perB(K), respetively. This yields (6.2) in the ase r1 < r ≤ r2.
The knowledge of B and gK,perB determines perB(K) = gK,perB (o) and the
values r1 and r2 (by Claim 5.2.1 for the diretion Ru). Thus (6.2) shows that the
knowledge of B and gK,perB determines the distribution of Lγ,u.
For the onverse impliation, we assume that B and the distribution of Lγ,u
is known for every u ∈ S1. This yields ρ(DK,u) for every u ∈ S1 and determines
DK. Using the knowledge of B we also determine perB(K) =
1
2 perB(DK). Having
perB(K), the perB-ovariogram is determined from (6.2) at every vetor ru with
r > 0 and u ∈ S1 whenever r1 = r2 = 0. Note that r1 = r2 = 0 if and only if DK
has no boundary segment parallel to u. Thus, gK,perB is determined on a dense
subset of R2 and, in view of the ontinuity of gK,perB on DK (whih follows from
Theorem 3.1 (III)), the ovariogram of gK,perB is determined on the whole R
2
.
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The seond assertion is an immediate onsequene of the rst one and of the
determination results provided by Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 
In order to proeed we need the following lemma. Assume that one does not
have aess to the φ-ovariogram diretly but only to the φ-ovariogram saled by
an unknown onstant fator. We prove that when φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} this additional
ambiguity is not an obstale, that is, one an determine the unknown onstant
fator and by this also the nonsaled φ-ovariogram.
Lemma 6.1. (Determination of the multipliative onstant) Let K ∈ K20, φ ∈
Φ2 \ {0} and β > 0. Then the knowledge of φ and βgK,φ determines β and gK,φ.
Proof. It learly sues to determine β. Let φ be as in (1.1). Sine φ is not
identially equal to zero, perB is not identially equal to zero or α > 0 or both. We
introdue parameters p, v, c as follows:
p := perB(K), v := vol(K), c :=
∫
R2
βgK,φ(x) d x
βgK,φ(o)
.
The parameter p is determined by the knowledge of βgK,φ, sine Theorem 3.1 (III)
yields p = 12 perB(supp(βgK,φ)). Furthermore, the parameter c is determined by
βgK,φ, by onstrution.
We laim that v is determined by the knowledge of φ and c. By Theorem 3.1
(II) one has
c =
2pv + αv2
p+ αv
,
whih yields
αv2 + (2p− cα)v − cp = 0 (6.3)
In the degenerate ase α = 0, we have v = c/2 and the laim is proved. Consider
the ase α > 0. For a moment, let us view (6.3) as a quadrati equation in the
variable v. Let v1, v2 be the two roots of this equation, ounting multipliities.
Note that both roots are real beause vol(K) is a real root of (6.3) and thus, the
other root is also real. Moreover, by Vieta's formulas v1v2 = −cp/α < 0, whih
shows that one root of (6.3) is positive and the other one is negative. It follows
that vol(K) an be determined as the unique positive root of (6.3). This onludes
the proof of the laim.
Having determined p and v we an determine β by the formula
β =
βgK,φ(o)
gK,φ(o)
=
βgK,φ(o)
p+ αv
.

In the next theorem we onsider a random variable somehow similar to the one
studied by Adler and Pyke mentioned above. Probably the most illustrative ase
of this random variable is the one orresponding to β1 = 1 and β2 = 0, in whih
ase the random variable is assoiated to the perimeter-ovariogram.
Theorem 6.2. Let B ∈ S2, B 6= R2 and let K ∈ K20. Let X,Z and Σ be mutually
independent random variables suh that Σ is uniformly distributed in {−1, 1} and
the densities of X and Z oinide, respetively and up to onstant multiples, with
1K and β1δ
B
bdK + β21K , where β1 > 0 and β2 ≥ 0. Let φ ∈ Φ2 be dened by
φ = β1 perB +2β2 vol. Then the following holds:
(I) The knowledge of β1, β2, B and of the distribution of Σ(X −Z) is equivalent
to the knowledge of φ and the φ-ovariogram of K.
(II) If
(a) K is entrally symmetri or
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(b) K is a polygon and β2 > 0 or
() K is a polygon, β2 = 0 and B is either stritly onvex or a strip,
then the knowledge of β1, β2, B and the distribution of Σ(X −Z) determines
K, up to translation and reetion, in the lass of all planar onvex bodies.
Proof. Let us prove Assertion (I). The density funtion of X is 1K/ vol(K), while
the density of Z is
(
β1δ
B
bdK + β21K
)
/c, where c = β1 perB(K) + β2 vol(K). Con-
sider a Borel subset Ω of R2. Sine Σ and X − Z are independent and sine
Prob(Σ = −1) = Prob(Σ = 1) = 1/2, we get
Prob(Σ(X − Z) ∈ Ω) = 1
2
(
Prob(X − Z ∈ Ω) + Prob(Z −X ∈ Ω))
=
1
2
(
Prob(Z −X ∈ −Ω) + Prob(Z −X ∈ Ω)).
Thus, the distribution of Σ(X − Z) is, up to a multiple, the `even part' of the
distribution of Z −X . By standard fats in probability, the distribution of Z −X
is equal to
(
(β1δ
B
bdK + β21K) ∗ 1−K
)
/(c vol(K)), i.e. to
(
β1δ
B
bdK ∗ 1−K + β21K ∗
1−K
)
/(c vol(K)). By taking the even part of the latter distribution we see that the
distribution of Σ(X − Z) oinides with
1
2c vol(K)
(
β1δ
B
bdK ∗ 1−K + β1δB− bdK ∗ 1K + 2β21K ∗ 1−K
)
.
By Theorem 3.1 (I), the latter is equal to gK,φ/(2c vol(K)).
Assertion (I) follows by this and Lemma 6.1. Assertion (II) is an immediate
onsequene of Assertion (I) and of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3. 
7. Open questions
(1) Assume thatK is a onvex polygon. Under whih assumptions on the valuation
φ ∈ Φ2 does the φ-ovariogram problem have a positive answer? And what
about the same problem in the ase φ /∈ Φ2, say, if φ is a ontinuous translation
invariant valuation? See also [Ale01℄ for a desription of ontinuous translation
invariant valuations in terms of mixed volumes.
(2) Assume φ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} stritly monotone or assume φ equal to the width in
some diretion. Does the φ-ovariogram problem has a positive answer for
every K ∈ K20? In the ase φ = vol the following intermediate question has
played an important role in proving a positive answer to this problem. Assume
K,H ∈ K20, intK ∩ intH 6= ∅ and gK,φ = gH,φ. If bdK ∩ bdH ontains an
open ar, is H = K? A ruial ingredient in proving a positive answer to this
question when φ = vol has been a lear geometri interpretation of ∇gK . The
gradient ∇gK(x) an be interpreted in terms of the parallelogram insribed
in K and with an edge translate of x, and ∇gK = ∇gH implies that every
parallelogram insribed in K has a translate whih is insribed in H . Thus, it
seems interesting to obtain a good understanding of the information provided
by ∇gK,φ.
(3) A strengthening of the previous questions is whether the knowledge of φ is
neessary for determination of K from gK,φ. Formally, this is the question of
whether the equality gK,φ = gH,ψ for K,H ∈ K20 and φ, ψ ∈ Φ2 \ {0} implies
the oinidene of K and H , up to translations and reetions.
(4) Study the φ-ovariogram problem when K is a entrally symmetri onvex
body in Rn, with n ≥ 3. This problem has ertainly a positive answer, for
every n, when φ(K) is the surfae area of K. This generalization an be easily
proved following the same lines of the proof of Theorem 1.1. It sues to
extend the representation of the perimeter-ovariogram as a onvolution to
the surfae area-ovariogram, and to substitute the equality (5.3) with the
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inequality oming from the Brunn-Minkowski inequality for surfae area. For
whih quermassintegrals an the problem be treated in the same way?
(5) Disussing random variables we noted that gK is a multiple of the distribution
of X1−X2 for two independent random variables X1, X2 uniformly distributed
in K, and so retrieval from gK an be viewed as the retrieval from the distri-
bution of X1 − X2. In the same vein, for eah K ∈ Kn0 one an analyze the
information provided by Y1 − Y2, where Y1 and Y2 are independent random
variables uniformly distributed in bdK. Is this information suient for deter-
mining K, up to translations and reetions, when n = 2? This question an be
naturally arried over to a more general setting involving arbitrary seminorms
(that is, more generally, we an assume that the distributions of Y1, Y2 oinide
with δBbdK/ perB, where B ∈ S2, B 6= R2).
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